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NEWS
Campus Clubs recruit
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News
Believe it or not, there is a campus
club out there for you. You may
think you're the only one with
your problem/neurosis, but there
are others out there just like you
and the odds are that they' ve formed
their own club.
There is a record high of 49
clubs that you, as a WLU student/
faculty/alumni can join. Just this
year there are nine new clubs
The Religion and Culture Society will experience multiculturalism and religions by actively holding events like a Native
Canadian Festival and Middle
Eastern Festival, Pub Nights with
the Musician's Network, and field
trips visiting various temples in
Toronto. They also offer a bibliography file for Religion & Culture
courses. Their first meeting will
be today at 5:30 p.m. at Loose
Change Louie's. Contact: Rob
Lawrie 578-5703.
The Monty Python Appreciation Club will be providing a safe
outlet for those with uncontrollable urges to walk silly, clap coconuts together while running about,
or do really bad imitations of
sketches with terrible English ac:

cents. There will be special movie
nights in the Turret, a Holy Grail
Scavenger Hunt, Wine/Cheese/
Spam socials, Winterfest teams,
get acquainted nights with our
hopefully soon-to-be-formed brethren at UW, and co-ordinated events
with any other club that will have
us. Contact: John Huculiak 725-

5120.
The Philosophy Club will be
going transcendental and taking
field trips into alternative forms of
consciousness at odd intervals,
while simultaneously offering help
in Philosophy courses and discussing/debating whatever they find
vaguely amusing. Contact: Gerrard
McGeachy 884-3736
The Lacrosse Club will help
you to sharpen your skills and let
you physically take out your frustrations on another human being
without fear of getting charged
with assault. Contact Kevin
Mitchell-Gill 747-9511.
The Indian Students Association is another new face to campus
clubs this year, offering unique
multicultural experiences to anyone interested. Contact: Bawa
Noorayaz 884-1970 ext. 5552
The cycling club is back again
after falling apart last year. They
will be organizing tours and tips,

...Wouldn't you like to be a joiner too?

pic: Harvey Luong

Contact: Lisa Amyot 885-3534.
The Badminton Club will be
playing badminton. Surprise. There
will probably be tournaments and
Contact
skills development.
Jonathan Winter 884-1970 ext
5552.
These are just the new clubs, for

for both experts and those who
just worked their way out of
training wheels. Contact:
Stephan Gleis 745-6271.
The Biology Club will be
having special seminars, help
in Bio classes, and do-it-yourself videos in gene splicing.

complete list, check outside the Campus Clubs Office on
the far side ofthe 24 hr. TV lounge.
Or better yet, pay a visit to
Catherine Phillips, Campus Club
Coordinator. Her office is right
next to the WLUSU office on the
second floor.
a more

Zoning changes impact student housing near Universities
June, a delegation of homeowners

MARK HEASLEY
Cord News

In almost every university town
you'll find a student ghetto. The
neighbourhood may not be exactly
scenic and there's usually loud
music coming from somewhere at
night.
But not in Waterloo.
WLU and UW students are
spread out all over and many residents are thankful for it. But this

from Batavia Place have taken to
the field to protect the integrity of
their neighbourhood as well as
their property values.
The area in question consists
of the east side of Lester Street, as
well as the west sides of Batavia
Place and Sunview Street. A group
of 25 residents of Batavia PI. sent
two spokespeople to Waterloo City
Council this past June 21 to let
their position be known. They

number of dwellings converted to
multi-unit dwellings, the number of
rented dwellings, general deterioration of the area, predominance/
concentration of students, noise/behavioural problems of students, substandard property maintenance, rear
yard parking, drainage problems,
and the possible construction of a

asked for the City to step in and
hold off issuing any permits for
additions to lodging houses until this issue was resolved.
One ofthe spokespeople protesting this increase in student
housing was John Weir. He was
the President of WLU before
Lorna Marsden took over last
summer. He was unavailable for
comment on this issue.
Formally, the Batavia Place
residents' concerns included the

triplex.
—

Referendum

—

Question: I favour the enhancement of student life at WLU through improvements of the
following: i) the Student Union Building Expansion Project, ii) a Scholarship and Bursary
Fund and, iii) the Library and Computing Services (information access projects). In order to
accomplish these improvements, I favour the fee assessment for a Student Capital Fund
commencing May 1, 1994, on a non-refundable per student per term basis according to the
following schedule: 1994-$21.00; 1995-$23.80; 1996-$26.11; 1997-$27.94; 1998 -$29.06;
1999 $30.63; 2000 $32.27; 2001 $34.03; 2002 $35.87.
-

-

I

-

-

RESULTS: BALLOTS NEEDED FOR QUORUM; 527
TOTAL BALLOTS CAST: 1106
VOTES FOR: 791

Results

At the heart of the matter is a
fear of 'monster houses'
converted duplex and triplex boarding
houses packing in 10 to 15 students
springing up in the area, creating
a lot of noise and basically ruining
the neighbourhood.
Are these fears unfounded? Not
exactly. An application was filed
with the City to look into converting
318 Lester St. into a triplex. But at
the same time, 318 Lester is currently the only duplex and would
become the only triplex in the area.
After these neighbours brought
their concerns to the City, Greg
Romanick, Director of Planning for
Waterloo, and his staff took over.
They came back with many alternative zoning options:
SRI zoning would allow only
smaller lodging houses (4-5 persons) subject to a 75 metre minimum
distance between them along east
side of Lester
GR2A zoning would allow
duplexes to be converted to triplexes
only (no additions/expansions) subject to 75 metre distance requirements on east Lester Street
—

1

—

establish a minimum buffer/
landscaped area between any parking area and the backyards of
Batavia Place
permit front yard parking along
east side of Lester Street
prohibit Lodging Houses (more
than 3 people renting single unit)
along east Lester Street
The City Council had an informal public meeting on the matter on September 27 to hear what
resident and non-resident owners
had to say. Most of the Batavia
Place residents stated that they
wanted the 'SRI' zoning (described above) and were greatly
concerned with the number of
houses for rent, and the way that
they felt their neighbourhood was
Also comsuffering from it.
menting were owners of some of
the lodging houses on Lester Street,
who stated that rezoning and buffer
zones would be of no benefit, and
that they had received no complaints about their student tenants.
One owner agreed that controls are necessary and the City
should be more involved through
enforcement. Another said the
oversupply is contingent to quality
of housing.
And of the people who actually live in the 'study area' in
question? When showed the list
of Batavia Residents' Concerns,
students living in the area said that
Continued on page 4
—

—

—
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EMBRACE racial equality
JENN THORNE
Cord News

"Wc need to make Canada more

colourful, everyone here is human." These words, said by
Shakuntala Ahluwalia, embodied
the attitudes and hopes of the
EMBRACE march that was held

in K-W on October 3.
Ahluwalia, who is a chairperson for the K-W Race Relations
Committee, helped sponsor the
anti-racism march. The march was
also sponsored by the Mount Zion
Lutheran Church.
The march, which began at

Residents v. Students
Continued from page 3
some of the complaints were "un-

warranted" and "should be kind of
expected if you're living this close
to the universities".
Also "Sorry my parking out
back ruins your aesthetic view of
my backyard." Students also
showed a degree of sympathy for
neighbours, agreeing that "the
music can get pretty loud sometimes" and that "a triplex probably
wouldn't look that great to me if I
lived right beside it either."
A Batavia Place resident said
that he wanted "to find if there's
any way to prevent a student ghetto.
Is there a threshold at which the
concentration of student renters
make the area unattractive to family buyers?" He went on to say that
he "didn't really have any problems with my student neighbours,
but the parties can get really loud
especially during the summer.
What really bothers me aren't the
students that are only here for four
months, but the landlord/owners
who live in Toronto. They don't
care about the street, just in making a profit."

Romanick and his staff will
expound on what they have heard
and will present a Response Paper
Final Report to the public and
City Council in the Formal Meeting (scheduled on Oct. 25) where
final considerations will be made.
The approved zoning amendments
will be made on November 1, and
appeals will not be heard after
December 1.
The Batavia residents may be
overreacting however. Between
now and next summer there arc
only places for 32 people listed in
the WLU Housing Office as being
offered for rent in the entire study
area of 57 dwellings, 14 of which
are currently licensed boarding
houses. Only one out of the 57 is
a duplex, and the amount of money
needed for converting them into
'monster houses' is beyond the
reach of most owners/landlords
(few of whom would 1 ikely convert
it in the first place).
Got any questions? Just call
the Planning and Development
office of the City at 747-8713 and
get your tax dollar's worth out
Romanick and his eager staff.
-

Speaker's Corner in Kitchener,
ended at Kitchener Collegiate Institute (KCI) with a rally for racial

harmony.
The rally included multi-culturally inspired bands and was attended by many guest speakers.
Rabbi David Levy was asked to
come and speak. Levy said, "Hope
of the future lies within the hands
of the teenage participants who
will be making a difference" .
Reverend Claudine Carlson of
Mount
the
Zion Lutheran Church
was prompted to get involved after
her experience with an extensive
amount ofNeo-Nazi Heritage Front
activity in her community.
Carlson's group meets every
Saturday, with a local synagogue,
to plan for events such as the
EMBRACE march. She is hoping
to put an end to racial discrimination in the community.
Jacq Hennessy, who got involved with anti-racism projects
at age 18, organized and brought
the whole crowd together. She said,
"I just want to make a difference.
I want people to be aware ofracism
and to give the youth a vocabulary
against it. K-W is not a racist
community and will not tolerate
racism."
The rally and march, which
have been on the drawing board
since June, were attended by over
50 concerned individuals from the
K-W area.
Katherine Bitzer, a participant in the march said, "I'm worried about the community and how

Marching all over racism.

pic: Virginia Parker

Rothschild was formally interviewed by a local radio station on
his participation with the EMBRACE march and rally.
Rothschild said, "I just want
to help stop racism."
Charlcne Byfeild and Angclla
Wyte heard about the event at their
high school.
The two Cameron high school
students said they want people to
come together and solve the problem of racism.
Hennesy encourages the youth
to join in and help the cause. She
said, "I would like to see a lot of
people out putting an end to racism."
For more information on racial prejudice or human rights,
contact the Human Rights Commission at 571-6078.

the young can be so easily converted [to racism]."
Kristiy Todd, a former Laurier student from the K-W Race
Relations Committee, was a sponsor for high school students participating in the march. She was
invited to attend because of her
involvement with race relations.
Standing outside KCI high
school on King St. in Kitchener,
passing cars sounded their horns
in support of the EMBRACE
march and the crowd returned their
excitement with applauding and
cheering.
Inside KCI was Denes
Rothschild, a 13 year old Jewish
boy who is very involved in his
community. He was contacted by
Hennesy to help organize the
EMBRACE march and rally.
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ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL '93

Clark visiting a "friend"
regular basis.

STEVE DOAK
Cord News
Joe Clark was in town appealing
for votes for the Tories on Saturday. He gave a brief speech and a
lengthy hand-shaking session at
the new Clay and Glass Museum
in support of Lynn Woolstencroft,
the Conservative candidate for
Waterloo in the October 25 federal

election.
Clark has not been active in
the election campaign due to his
resignation in the spring. He said
he was making this special appearance because Woolstencroft
is an old friend and he admires her
background in local politics.
Currently, Clark is living in
San Francisco and working as a
visiting scholar at the University
of California, Berkeley. He said
that he will be returning to Canada
after he gets some rest and reflection. This would be difficult in
Canada, where his name and the
issues he has been involved
with are in newspapers on a

From the perspective of an
experienced insider who is detached from the proceedings, Clark
gave his opinion of the current
election campaign and revealed
some of the Tory strategies.
Clark's speech indicated that
the PC's are aiming most of their
criticisms at the Reform Party and
the Bloc Quebecois. Both parties
propose a parliament that would
not be able to accomplish anything, he said, because the Bloc
supports Quebecois Separatist tendencies and Manning will not participate in politics relating to Quebec, such as Sunday's French debate.
"One of the realities of the
is that there's a lot of
campaign
anger"focussed at everyone in the
government, Clark said. "We have
to be very careful about anger as
our guide," because it is dangerous to vote against a party rather
than voting for the future.
At this time, Canada is facing
"tough times," and many chal...

lenges in trade, social policy, and
fiscal discipline, Clark said. "There
are things that are wrong with our
system; things that aren't working."
Clark seemed confident about
Conservatives'
chances in the
the
upcoming election. "All elections
seem volatile at mid point," he
said, but Tory policies on re-structuring will attract the voters.
The Conservatives have been
working to improve the system of
the government in response to the
growing dissatisfaction of Canadians, Clark said. For example,
Kim Campbell cut the size of her
cabinet soon after she became
Prime Minister.
Clark asked the audience to
vote not for the Conservatives in
the way they have run the country
for over a decade, but rather for a
parliament fundamentally changed
such that it can work for all of
Canada. In order to accomplish
this, Clark said that the government needs to be more open to the
people who feel that power has

Turner branching with "friends"
JIM LOWE

When speaking about the Canada/U.S. Free
Trade
Agreement (F T A ),TurnerblamedtheF T A
Cord News
Last Wednesday, former Prime Minister JohnTurner for the loss of 350,000 manufacturing jobs. He said
the agreement was simply "a bad deal for Canada and
spoke to a breakfast audience at the Valhalla Inn.
[the Free Trade Agreement] has limited our ability to
Several Laurier students attended the morning speech,
determine our own future." Both Prime Minister
held in support of local Liberal candidates John
Kim Campbell and Liberal leader Jean Chretien have
English and Andrew Telcgdi.
Turner, who is retiring from politics after a thirty
said that they would keep the F T A if elected.
Later in the speech, Turner tied the strength of
year career, told the partisan crowd that the House of
the Bloc Quebecois to Canada's rejection of the
Commons needed more individuals like English.
Charlottetown Accord and said that Canadians were
Turner was unwilling, however, to predict the outcome of the October 25 election, citing the "resurnot patriotic enough.
Turner rarely mentioned long-time rival
gence of the Reform Party" in British Columbia over
Chretien, and made it clear that he
the past month.
was not involving himself with the
After his endorsement of Eng"Some of us
Liberal campaign. Turner is, howlish, who the Liberal Party has pro11
ever,
as
one
lending his support to various
moted
of its star candidates,
still have vices,
friends and colleagues running unTurner launched into a surprisingly
der the Liberal banner.
John Turner
free-wheeling speech.
Laurier student Tanis Gilbert,
Turner, who implemented
who <s President of the school's
budget deficits while Minister of
Young Liberal Club, thought that Turner spoke very
Finance, chastised all levels of government for the
growing level of public debt. Turner said that such well. Gilbert said that Turner delivered a nondebt could no longer be tolerated.
partisan speech, revealing that he is "very much
dedicated to Canada".
An increase in taxes, however, was not promoted
as a solution by the former PM. In addition to the
Gilbert also said that the support of Turner, in
standard criticisms of income and sales taxes, Turner
addition to upcoming appearances by Chretien and
Newfoundland Premier Clyde Wells, indicates that
argued that, perhaps, "sin taxes on booze and cigarettes" could also be lowered. "Some of us still have English is a "high-quality" candidate who would
vices, you know", deadpanned Turner.
play a prominent role in Parliament.

Joe Clark and other relics at tfie Museum.
been taken away from them by the
government.
Towards this end, the Tories
are planning to open up the budgetmaking process beyond the offices
of the Prime Minister and the Minister of Finance to allow all members of parliament to give input on
the budget. The main problem of
implementing such a plan is finding creative ways to involve people in these decisions without
making it impossible for decisions
to be made, Clark said.
Clark said Woolstencroft is a
good candidate because she has
creative ideas. For example, she
organized public meetings to discuss the school board budget when
she worked at the municipal level.
Similarly, Woolstencroft's
campaign pamphlets say that "she
is approachable" and that "she
clearly states her point of view and
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decisively takes action."
Woolstencroft is replacing
Walter McLean as the PC candidate in Waterloo. He is currently
Waterloo's MP.
Kim Campbell was also
complimented by Clark for her
creative ideas and her experience
in the government. She has been a
member of the cabinet, but "she is
not a prisoner to old ways."
Joe Clark is still respected in
Canada for his work with the constitution and the United Nations
and his term as Prime Minister.
Jeff Oegema, member of the WLU
Student Publications Board of Directors, played piano as background at the event and said "Joe's
done a lot for our country." WLU
Students' Union Board of Directors Chairperson Hugh MacPhie,
who was at the event, said "he's
the best."

•

AGENDA Wednesday Oct. 13, 1993:
Rally and March:
March leaving U of W at South Campus Hall, at 9:30

•

•

am

Pick-up point at WLU at the corner of
King and University, at 10:00 am.
Arrive at Speakers Corner for rally at noon
Thursday, Oct. 14, 1993:
Slideshow and talk by Valerie Langer,
Friends of Clayoquot Sound:
At U of W in Engineering Lecture Hall #303, 7 p.m.
Concert Benefit:
At the Volcano, starting at 9 pm.
With King Cobb Steelie and Change of Heart.
•
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Senate finance committee finds extra money in budget

AMANDA DOWLING
Cord News

The first Senate meeting of the
academic year was held last Monday in the Paul Martin Centre.
The Senate, which is the highest governing body academically
at the University, is comprised of
various members of the administration, faculty, student body, and
community at large. Monthly

meetings focus on academic concerns and curriculum.
At the last Senate meeting,
held on the twenty-seventh of September, several issues and announcements were presented and
discussed.
Although members of the Senate Finance Committee were hesitant to give many details, they did
say that the University is currently

Psst... whafd you get for lunch?

pic:Steve Doak

$1.2 million under budget, rather
than $100 000 over budget as was
expected. No changes in restructuring plans were discussed to use
this money.
Jim Wilgar was acknowledged
for his fifteen years service as
Senate Secretary. Nominations for
his successor are scheduled to be
held at the next meeting. Wilgar
remains a Senator and Associate
Vice President: Student Affairs.
Leslie Ardel of the English
Department and Dale Fogle of the
Counselling Department arc the
newly appointed Sexual Harassment Officers. They are available
at their office located at 202 Regina
Street to deal with complaints of
sexual harassment on campus.
An Employment Equity Cenis
sus to be taken among the university staff and faculty on the
third of November. The census
will be used to determine the
number of women, visible minori-

year of research. The report discussed the Committee's concerns
with respect to orientation, academic counselling and cultural and
social life at Laurier. The Committee plans to continue its research over the coming year.
The next Senate meeting is
scheduled to be held on Tuesday
October 19.

ties, disabled, and aboriginal individuals currently employed at the
school. The results of this census
will be used to see how Laurier
measures up to other universities
with regard to the employment of
such individuals.
The Laurier First Year Experience Committee presented its
first report to the Senate after a

GINO'S PIZZA
rest,

Someone to help out in hard times
SHERI UHRIG
Cord News

Need to improve your studying?
Stressed out? Want to talk to someone about personal problems?
There is a unique group of people
on campus that are here to help
you cope with these and many
other other problems Counselling Services.
Counselling is a free service
offered to the students, faculty,
and staff of Wilfrid Laurier University. They can help you cope
with any personal, performance,
or learning difficulties you might
encounter. Private one hour sessions can be booked with a professional counsellor to talk about the
worries, issues, or concerns of your
choice. Everything you say is confidential; everything you say will
be kept between you and your
counsellor.
Many workshops and seminars are run by Counselling. Study
skills workshops planned for October are essay writing and memory
and concentration. Focus groups
on body image, dieting, weight,
and eating disorders will also be
conducted to determine the needs
of students. Stop by counselling
services for dates and locations or
see the Counselling Services bulletin board on the first floor of the
Arts and Sciences Building.
The Counselling Services provided at Laurier are very different
from what is found in high schools.
Laurier's Counselling Services is
specialized, focusing on personal
dilemmas.
Some of the things high
schools cover under their counselling is covered by other organizations at Laurier. Career Services is
better suited to help you with information about careers. Academic advice is left to the various
faculties of Laurier. The Chap-

Iain's Office is available for any
religious counselling.
The Counselling Services staff
consists of three professional counsellors, two of which are full time
and one part time. They also have
counselling interns usually graduate students from the Faculty of
Social Work or University of
Waterloo's Renison College.
These students are here as part of
their training and are just as willing to help you out. A professional
learning consultant and a full time
receptionist are also part of the
team. Everyone in the office is
very friendly, and eager to help
you in any way they can.
The Study Skills Program,
which offers helpful hints on learning strategies, is another part of
Counselling Services. As you walk
into the Counselling office, there
is a wall on the left covered with
papers on different aspects of Study
Skills. Anything related to learn-

ing (whether it be note taking,
time management, exam writing,
etc.) can be found on one of these
handouts. Everyone is encouraged
since almost all of
to take them
us could do with the better marks.
The professional learning consultant is available two days a week to
give you one-on-one instruction
on study and learning strategies as
well.
The Student Success Program
is also run by Counselling services. As the frosh already know, it
is an orientation program for first
year students. It familiarizes them
with the various services at Laurier. Copies of this information
can be found on the same wall as
the Study Skills sheets.
Counselling services is located on the upper floor of the
Student Services Centre, in the
middle of Laurier's campus. Their
phone number is 884-1970 extension 2338.
—
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Correction
Last week's Student Publications Bored Watch said the
tuition expense for the Editor
in Chief was cut.
In fact, the Editor in
Chief took only one and a
half credits instead of the two
budgeted for. The residual
funds were added back into
the budget.
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Bag 0' Crime
Straight from the

offices

of John Baal, Laurier's Chief of Security

Sept. 30 : Disturbance and Assault
A 26 year old WLU student was evicted from Wilf's by bar staff for spilling
drinks and throwing food at other bar patrons. As the subject was leaving
the building he was observed kicking at doors, garbage cans and other
objects in his path. Consequently, security was called and informed about
the subject's pugnacious behaviour. The responding officer met the suspect
on the narrow driveway between the security office and Bricker residence.
As the officer was getting out of the cruiser, he told the subject that he
wanted to speak to him. The subject plowed straight into the officer who
was still off balance and punched the officer, knocking him to the ground.
The officer recovered from the blow and ran after the subject catching him
on the front lawn of Bricker Residence where he tackled the subject and
wrestled him to the ground. While struggling with the subject, two student
security arrived on the scene and the subject was subdued and arrested.
The subject was charged with being drunk in a public place. An assault
charge depends on the extent of the injury sustained by the officer who is
presently off duty on the advice of his doctor.
Oct. 1 08:20 : Mischief
At above date and time a small hole was discovered on one of the south side
ground floor office windows of the central teaching building. It appears
that the hole was caused by a slingshot.
-

Oct. 1 15:00 : Theft
A student reported the theft of his 12 speed mountain bike which he left
chained to the library bike rack. It appears the culprit(s) cut the chain and
removed the bike along with the chain.
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Safety audit vanishes like Hoffa
LEE HEWITT
Cord News
Did you participate in the Metrac
Safety Audit at Wilfrid Laurier on
January 28, 1993?
Were you one of the 24 Students' Union volunteers who
trudged around in the cold that
evening, searching for dangerous
and poorly lit areas around campus?
Well, if you did, your efforts
may have very well gone to waste.
Tim Crowder, Students' Union Vice President of University
Affairs said that as of yet, no report has been made to the Board of
Directors concerning the audit.
In fact, the Union does not
even have the questionnaire data

filled out by the Auditors.
"Everyone's searching for it,"
Crowder said in reference to the
missing data.
The confusion, he explained,
stems from the changing of the
Students' Union from one semester to the next.
"That's the problem with student government inherently,"
Crowder said.
However, he added that last
year's Union and Vice President
of University Affairs Alexandra
Stangret left office with the "perception that the job was done."
The previous regime "has been
no help, not at all," said Crowder.
However, the Union plans
another audit for campus safety.
This time around, though, it will

be done in conjunction with the
administration.
The new and improved audit
would become a yearly event, and
would be done at different times
of the day.
A very tentative plan has the
audit occurring in January or February 1994.
Crowder still maintains hopes
of creating a report out of last
year's results, however. "If we
find that data, we'll compile it,"
he added.
Crowder said, "It's a shameful thing," in response to the whole
episode.
If you have seen the lost safety
audit, please bring it up to the
Third Floor SUB. We'll give it a
good home.

Ministering to the needs ofWLU

-

Oct. 1 23:15 : Theft
A student reported the theft of his wallet. The wallet was taken from the
victim's coat which was left hanging on the back of his chair inside Wilf's.
The victim discovered the theft after he had left the bar.
-

Oct. 1 23:30 : Causing A Disturbance
Two 20 year old Newmarket, Ont. males were escorted off campus. Both
were inebriated and were pugnacious towards other pub patrons. No
charges were laid.
-

Oct. 3 10:30 : Assault & Mischief
At date and time indicated, Waterloo Regional Police advised that a young
male who on the previous evening had been a guest at a party held off
campus had behaved badly. According to the regional officer, the subject
whom he suspected of being a student caused extensive damage to a
parked vehicle and assaulted another guest. Combined investigation
established that the subject is a Laurier student. He was questioned by the
Regional Police officer and gave an inculpatory statement.
-

ADRIENNE KOLOTYLO
Cord News

On Sunday, October 3, an installation service was
held at the Keffer Memorial Chapel to welcome
Pastor Valentine (Val) Hcnnig. Pastor Hennig was
appointed chaplain at Wilfrid Laurier University
and the University of Waterloo by the Eastern Synod
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada.
Hennig succeeds Pastor Bob Gmeindl who occupied a full time position at the two universities
until last April.
This part time position is effective August 15.
Hennig has served several congregations in
Alberta and England since 1955. His most recent
appointment has been as co-ordinating pastor of a
team ministry at Messiah Lutheran Church in
Camrose, Alberta, where students from Augustana
University College were served by Hennig.
Hennig's most notable accomplishments have
been in the field of youth ministry. He founded the
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Youth Staffer Program in Canada and was active in
campus ministry in Alberta for several years.
Hennig has been president of the Lutheran Council in Canada and has served on various synods and
church committees.
During 1988-89, he taught ethics while serving as
pastor-in-residence at the Lutheran Theological Seminary at the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon.
One of Hennig's main areas of work is the study
of Ecumenism the nature, mission, problems and
strategy of the Christian church in a world-wide
sense. Hennig has led several ecumenical projects
including supervision of the Ecumenical Religion
Committee of the 1988 Winter Olympic Games in
Calgary.
Jennifer Garey, a fourth year student at Laurier
and resident of the Lutheran Student House, was
impressed with Hennig's credentials.
"Pastor Hennig's leadership and enthusiasm will
surely touch the lives of many students, faculty and
staff," said Garey.
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Union-style democracy
JAMES D. LOWE

Cord News Commentary
Every year, the Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' Union holds
elections and referendums and
every year, the votes become mired
in an array of scandal, stupidity
and incompetence.
This past Tuesday, the Union
held one of the most important
referendums in its history. The
referendum, which dealt with the
expansion of the Student Union
Building and a contribution to the
Laurier Capital Fund, asked students to approve a levy which
would raise approximately $4
million over the next 9 years.
The expansion of the S.U.B.
should greatly increase the quality of campus life but the considerable infusion of funds from cash
strapped students deserved substantial debate.
The last referendum that the
Union held, which dealt with the
birth control pill, was a pitifully
biased exercise that often resembled more of a con job than a
polling of student opinions. In the
months that followed, however,
Union President Sean Taylor made
a determined effort to ensure that
this vote would not be similarly
tainted.
Taylor resisted pressure from
Laurier administration to hold the
vote at a much earlier date and
invested considerable time and
effort in recruiting individuals to
present a "No" campaign. Taylor
also established equal campaign
funds for each side. For this, Taylor
and the Students' Union should be
commended.
Although strides were taken
in the early going which would
have made Tuesday's vote the
most legitimate and fair referendum that the Union has held, it
didn't take long for the student
politicians to muck it up.
Initial indications were that
the Election Council, the body
which traditionally oversees student votes, would not be involved
in the campaign with the exception of the hiring of a Chief Returning Officer (CRO). Both
Taylor and "No" representative
Martin Walker began their respective campaigns under such auspices. Thousands of flyers were
printed, posters began springing
up around campus and debate began in earnest.
Last Thursday, however,
things changed. Martin Chartrand,
Chair of the Constitutional Operations and Development (COD)
committee, called the Election
Council together in order to interview CRO applicants. The strange
thing was, however, that the Board
of Directors hadn't bothered to
form an Election Council.
Chartrand only asked the BOD to
appoint the required members to
the Council on Friday, October 1,
four days before the referendum.
When asked why the Council
wasn't formed a month earlier,
before mailouts had been sent,
before campaigns had started, and
before money had been spent,
Chartrand replied that he didn't
know that there was going to be a
referendum a month ago. Funny,
everyone else knew that there
would be an October referendum.
Chartrand, however, can not
be targeted for the blame in this

fiasco. The BOD, knowing full
well that the Election Council had
yet to be formed, should have chosen a later date for the referendum. Chartrand, without a doubt,
should have raised the issue when
Taylor set the date. The fact that
not one of fifteen board members
bothered to question the feasibility of competently running a referendum, however, is pitiful.
Despite not having the authority of a proper Election Council, Chartrand and the two Student
Publications representatives who
were present for the interview
decided that the time had come for
the enforcement of rules. Without
the scrutiny of a public meeting,
the psuedo-EC decided that some
rules, the poster policy for example, applied while others, such as
limits on the number of pamphlets
allowed, did not. Although the
decisions were later ratified by the
full council, it is disappointing

Walker's motion. Although, for a
change, the Council made an intelligent decision, several valid
complaints were glossed over. The
fact that the proposed referendum
open forum was repeatedly postponed due to booking problems is
an embarrassment. The selective
interpretation of rules was unfair
and unprofessional. The fact that
Union profit centres such as the
Centre Spot were used for the promotion of one side set a dangerous

that a few individuals decided to
interpret some rules liberally while
stringently enforcing others.
The mass confusion generated
by the confusing actions of this
committee, which officially did
not yet exist, created tension between the "Yes" and "No" campaigns. On the eve of the referendum, Walker submitted a letter to
the Election Council, demanding
the referendum be "disqualified)".
Walker argued that "price limits
should not be placed on democracy" and that the cost ofrestaging
the referendum was minimal in
comparison to the damage that
proceeding with the vote would
cause. Although Walker's arguments were overblown and his request to stop the referendum ridiculous, the mere fact that the
"No" committee felt so violated is
an indication of the mess that the
junior politicos had caused.
The EC, of course, denied

precedent.

On the positive side, Taylor
volunteered to remove campaign
material from the profit centres,
and the Council made several
promises to review and change
referendum legislation in the future. The COD, however, should
have investigated such problems
months ago, not the night before
the vote. It is, of course, their
responsibility to ensure that the
corporation's constitution and by-

laws work.
The Election Council should
have been formed in the Spring,
not four days before the referendum. The role of the Council
should have been defined well
before the campaign began. If the
EC really needed to be an "important" factor in the campaign then
it should have organized the referendum from the start, rather than
Taylor.
The mess that has resulted is a
campaign of confusion that few
students know or care about and a
display of uselessness from the
people supposedly in charge of
student votes.
It's important to note that I
didn't allow the incompetence of
the COD to influence my vote... I
voted "yes". If the EC/COD
screwed up a referendum this
much, however, one can only
wonder what they'll do when a
full scale election breaks out.

RADIATION THERAPY PROGRAMS
LONDON REGIONAL
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/
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TORONTO-BAYVIEW

REGIONAL

CANCER CENTRE

Invite you to

INFORMA TION SESSIONS
Ontario Cancer Institute/
Princess Margaret Hospital
School of Radiation Therapy
500 Sherboume St.
Toronto, Ontario
Saturday, November 27, 1993
10:00 am 1:00 pm
Pre-registration required, call
(416) 413-2027

London Regional Cancer Centre
School of Radiation Therapy

790 Commissioners Rd. E.
London, Ontario
Wednesday, November 3, 1993
6:30 8:00 pm
For further information call
(519) 685-8666
Attendance by RSVP only
-

-

Toronto-Bayview Regional Cancer Centre
School of Radiation Therapy
2075 Bayview Avenue
North York, Ontario
Saturday, November 13, 1993
1:30 3:30 pm
-

For further information call
(416) 480-4561
Students with a BSc may be eligible
for the 24 month program.
*

of a dynamic team of health care professionals

in cancer management where your
Your
professional qualifications will enable you
professional development becomes a priorty.
to work throughout Canada and many other countries (Australia, England, New Zealand, etc.).
Become part

PROGRAM FEATURES:
o

o
o

Accumulation of General Bachelor of Science Credits
24-36 month programs
Admission requirements vary for each program
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Blues trample Hawks
EVAN BAILEY
Cord Sports

It started out like the previous
three games for the Laurier Golden
Hawks football squad, but some
bad breaks in the fourth quarter
lead to the University of Toronto
Blues exploding for 30 unanswered
points. Heading into the game the
Blues and Hawks were ranked one,
two respectively, and shared first
place in the OUAA division with
perfect records. The 45-21 win for
the Blues likely assures them of a
playoff berth, while Laurier needs
at least one more win to secure a
ride to the Skydome.
The game was a lot closer than
the score would suggest as Laurier
had a 21-15 lead with only twelve
minutes to go in the contest. The
wheels kind offell offfor the Hawks
and the Blues capitalized on the
opportunities to snatch the win
and sole possession of first place.
"I guess we only played for a little
over three quarters." suggested
coach Rich Newbrough.
Right offthe start WLU looked
rather impressive, mounting an
early drive that covered nearly the
whole length of the field. Bill
Kubas completed some big passes
to Peter Hwang and two to Craig
Brenner who scored the game's
first touchdown.
Later in the first quarter a
brutal boot by the Toronto punter
took a bad hop in front of punt
returner Stefan Ptaszek and
bounced up off his helmet to be
recovered by the Blues inside the
Laurier zone. Toronto capitalized
and moved the ball inside the five
yard line when QB Mario Sturino
fired a bomb to Glen McCausland
who pulled the ball down. It looked
as though he may have been out of
bounds on the play but no call was
made by the ref. The Blues then
put the ball in the end zone to even
the score at seven.
The Hawks regained the lead
on a play set up by a U of T
turnover. The Laurier defence pressured Sturino who lost his grip on
the ball. Marty Peric recovered the
pigskin and made it to the three
yard line before being brought
down. Peter Hwang then dove into
the Toronto end zone making the
score 14-7.
Toronto opened the second
quarter by tallying a single on a
missed field goal that couldn't be
brought out of the end zone. A fake
field goal by the Hawks didn't
quite work as well as intended
costing WLU three points.
Laurier then widened their
lead when a bad snap by Toronto
led to good field position. Before
the ball was put in for a TD, however, Laurier was faced with some
bad news. Zach Treanor was injured when his leg got twisted

pic: Eda Di Liso

So much for undefeated.
under a Toronto defender. It is
suspected that the knee injury will
end Treanor's season which is too
bad considering the great start that
the rookie was off to. When the
game resumed the Hawks scored
on a 35 yard TD by Craig Brenner,
his second of the game. "Craig
Brenner had a career day," according to Newbrough. Brenner
managed to gain 136 yards on nine
receptions for the day.
Before the end of the half
University of Toronto narrowed
the gap on a big 45 yard bomb by
Sturino to McCausland. Laurier
nearly added a single point on a
Pat O'Leary kick which after falling out of orbit managed to hit the
crossbar of the upright. The ball
probably would have gone right
through the end zone had it not

collided with the goal.
The third quarter was a replay
of the Guelph game. Not much
happened. The only real scoring
opportunity was a field goal attempt that went bad after a bad
snap. Ralph Spoltore's pass attempt was incomplete as he was
forced to hurry the throw because
of the pressure by the Blues.
The fourth quarter was won
on field position. Laurier was continuously starting out deep in their
own end which meant that they
would require 90 yard drives in
order to score. Bill Kubas was
tackled for a safety early in the
quarter which closed the gap to 21
-17. That wasn't necessarily a bad
thing but on the next play when the
Hawks kickedofftoToronto, Glen
McCausland broke through for a

90 yard kickoff return touchdown
to give the Blues their first lead of
the game.
Then things went straight
downhill. Kubas threw two interceptions that led to touchdowns
and the Blues also mounted a big
drive for another major. Penalties
were a big factor in the fourth
quarter as Laurier lost plenty of
yardage from various offences. 125
yards were lost on 15 penalties by
the Hawks over the course of the
game.
Coach Newbrough was proud
of the way the rookie starters performed. Ben Litke, Dyson Smith,
Paul Dietrich, and Zach Treanor
all played solid games for the
Hawks. The strong Laurier support crew pleased the coach. Of the
6100 fans on hand for the contest

a good quarter were Hawk sup-

porters.

Bill Kubas had a big game
throwing for a mere 445 yards.
"Kubas just moved into the WLU
record book" according to
Newbrough "He now has all the
passing records, the yardage, the
completions, the touchdowns." A
good final three games for Kubas
will move him closer to overtaking
the league records as well.
This Saturday has the Golden
Hawks against the McMaster Marauders in Hamilton. Mac may
pose as a large obstacle for the
Hawks as they have already put in
a respectable performance against
U of T and will be more than happy
to get revenge for the slaughter at
the hand of Laurier last year. Hope
to see you there.
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lust a Hawkey preview
PETER ROBINSON
Cord Sports
The Varsity Hockey team is well
into their third week of training
camp, in what hopes to be a season
that will surpass the disappointment of the way last year ended.
"Last year was a rebuilding year
that ended up being pretty successful. Unfortunately we got away
from a few things in the playoffs,"
is how coach Wayne Gowing
summed up last year, and its disappointing ending, losing to archrival Waterloo in the playoffs.
On the surface, the team appears to be in pretty good shape.
However a couple of question
marks do appear and time will tell
how the Hawks will react to a
couple of other changes during the
off-season. Offensively the Hawks
appear solid up-front when last
year's CIAU Rookie of the Year,
John Spoltore returns to a line up
that should be able to fill the net.
"I'm fairly confident in the depth
of the forwards, we should have
pretty good fire power through the
line-up," said Gowing. Returning
veterans Mike Dahle and Chris
George, in addition to transfer Joel
Bishop, OHL grad Ryan Merritt
and fellow rookie Scott Cullen
should provide good support for
Spoltore.
Defensively, despite a large
amount of returning players,
Gowing is concerned about the

consistency of the D-men. The
fact that the new arena this year is
Olympic-sized ice, considerably
bigger than the old rink, will pose
a challenge to the defense. "If we
had lapses last year on the smallest
ice in the league, then what will
happen on the biggest ice," remarked Gowing. Returning vets
Mark Strohack and Jamie Patenall
should anchor the defense. As
well, Waterloo Siskin grad Shawn
Way should contribute on the blue
line this year judging from the way
he has looked in camp and in the
first exhibition game.
Gowing calls the team's goalies "competent but not outstanding." Lastyear'snumberone goalie
Rick Pracey is back, his back-up is
gone, but the number three goalie
Jason Murphy is back. Brad
Glassford played fairly well in the
October first exhibition game and
appears to have secured the number
three spot.
Gowing is particularly excited
about the new home rink for the
Hawks. The new surroundings
have meant some adjusting during
camp, but overall the coach feels
that the impressive facilities will
contribute to an overall better attitude on the club.
Some changes in the boardroom will have a major impact on
the team's schedule. Division realignment means that the Golden
Hawks will play teams in their

division in a double home-andhome format. Laurier will then
play the West division home-andhome. The East division teams arc
played once throughout the course
of the schedule. The Hawk's division, the far West on paper, appears to be the toughest. Division
rivals Guelph, Western, and Waterloo all appear to have strong
teams. Obviously such competition makes for a tough schedule
but on the flipside Laurier fans
will be treated to some quality
action at the new Recreation Complex.
Gowing expects all three teams
in the division to be strong, especially Guelph. Outside the division, Brock has had a tremendous
recruiting year and is expected to
be strong. York, after a disappointing year last year, is expected
to pick it up a notch.
The Hawks will get their first
real test Thanksgiving weekend,
in the Oktoberfest tournament,
which they co-host with Waterloo.
The game should provide the players with an opportunity to get into
"gameshape" but will not give
them a chance to play on their
home rink. The tournament is
being held at the bubble because of
an Oktoberfest event at the Recreational Complex.
Notes: The Hawks opened
their exhibition schedule last Friday night at the Columbia Ice Field

X-Country running in Toronto

on the same gruelling course, placing 7th, 18th, 27th,

MIKE DONIA
Cord Sports

While most ofthe Lauricr population was involved in
the homecoming festivities two weekends ago, the
cross country team ventured to Toronto for its first
meet of the year.
In the past the team has lacked some depth but,
the last couple years have shown dramatic improvement for the team as a whole.
Jeff Beech, Randy Zabukovcc, Mike Donia, Jeff
Seaby and JeffShortt all put in faster times than at last
year's OUAA championship meet which took place

31st and 36th overall. Scott Schelter placed 41st in
his first cross country race for Laurier.
Overall Laurier placed fourth among the universities present, four points behind York and eleven
points behind Brock, putting the other schools well
within reach for this year's provincial championship
to be held here in Waterloo.
With the excellent team turnout, the times being
turned in and the possibility ofactually having women
compete for Laurier, this year looks to be one of the
most exciting in recent memory for cross country at
Laurier.
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against Waterloo. The game,
which was largely a rookie contest
for both clubs, was so scrambly at
times it looked like a game of
elementary school floor hockey.
Waterloo jumped out to a 5-0 lead,
before coasting to a 6-3 win. Martin Dziak, Scott Cullen and Gavin

Christie scored for the Golden
Hawks. Cullen, Bishop and Way
showed signs of promise, but the
Hawks were victimized by some
sloppy play in their own zone.
Mike Chitaroni, who missed all of
last year with a serious heel injury,
scored three times for Waterloo.

Goodbye Babble
PETER ROBINSON
Cord Sports

As the 1993-94 hockey Hawks gear up for another season, there is
something that all hockey fans should be aware of. Gone are the days of
playing in the archaic barn affectionately known as "the bubble". The
Hawks will now toil in a new state of the art facility, the Recreational
Complex on Father David Bauer Blvd., that will make the bubble look
like the old rickety ice shed it is. That's not all that will be new for the
1993-94 season however, with the new facility there will be a $1.25
charge for every game. The loonie charge arises from the cost of the
dressing room and training facilities that were built exclusively for the
hockey team. The local Jr. B Waterloo Siskins are also in the same
position. Traditionally, university sporting events are free of charge for
students of the school.
The additional quarter is a service charge levied by Ticketmaster,
who prints the tickets for the games. With that ticketholderS' now will
have reserved seating. Anyone who has seen the new facility has come
away truly impressed, and such a nominal charge is really quite
reasonable considering the quality of the arena.
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"SKYBOX"
for absolutely ZILCH.
We provide the room, the T.V. and the ambience,
and you provide the friends. Our private party
room holds up to 30 people and has its own T.V. to
view any one of the games brought in by our
satellite. Of course you won't be paying $8.00 for
a weenie, either...McGinnis has great food and
cold drinks, all at reasonable prices.
So for the closest you'll probably get to a skybox
(until graduation), we suggest ours...
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Varsity and Club Hawks catch fire and win
TED SMITH
Cord Sports

Ball flies as high as rugby score.

File pic

Now that the rugby season is in full swing, the WLU
Rugby Hawks have taken flight by sweeping first the
Brock Badgers last Wednesday and then the Royal
Military College this Saturday. The Varsity Hawks
warmed up this week against the Badgers with a
crushing 44-12 victory and then fought to a 15-10
win over the tough, fit RMC squad. The Club Hawks
continue to dominate the 2nd Division Club league
by manhandling the Brock Badgers 34-10 and then
handing the RMC Redmen a 20-3 defeat on home
territory on Saturday.
The Brock Badgers, as expected, did not give the
Varsity Hawks a very intense game. They were,
however, the first team to manage to score a try
against us, touching two in our endzone in the second
half as the Hawks seemed to slow down after coming
out strong in the first half. The Hawks started the
game on fire, scoring a try on the opening kickoff and
storming their way to a 29-0 lead at half time. Overconfidence and mental fatigue slowed the Hawks
down in the second half, where they only out-scored
the Badgers 15-12.
The Club Hawks took the other route in trouncing the inferior Brock team. They only took a 8-0 lead
into the second half and then caught on fire. They
scored 4 tries with 3 conversions in the second half,
while the Badgers replied with 2 tries of their own.
The final score of 34-10 clearly reflected the mismatch of skills between the two teams.
In Kingston, the Hawks proved that they are a
viable contender for the playoffs by defeating the
RMC Redmen 15-10. The Hawks gave the Redmen
their own version of basic training by playing basic
rugby and controlling the flow of the game. The
tough, fit RMC squad fought and struggled against

...

twice

our Hawks but still could not come out with a victory
and lost for the first time this year. The two teams are
now tied in the 2nd Division standings, both teams
boasting 3-1 records.
Our undefeated Club team stands a good chance
of repeating as Champions of their league. Saturday
they once again relied on rookies and fierce determination to stomp all over the Redmen and improve
their record to an almost perfect 3-0-1. The team
once again took a 8-0 lead into the second half but the
second half was low scoring with the Hawks scoring
two more tries and the Redmen getting their only
points with a penalty kick.
This Thursday the Hawks head up to Peterborough to take on Trent. The Trent Varsity team won
their first game ever this year against the Badgers and
should prove tougher than they have in the past.
There is also a 7-s Octoberfest Tournament this
Thanksgiving weekend in which Laurier will enter a
team of local players.
One of the more unique concepts of rugby is the
attitude taken by the players both on and off the field.
On the field it is all business, every man does his job
and the team wins, but it is the team that counts.
Unlike baseball or hockey or almost any other sport,
no one person can control and dominate a rugby
game. The entire team must work as one unit, not 15
separate players, if they want to stand a chance of
winning. It doesn't matter if Mike MacDonald
scored a try 3 games in a row, or if Paul 'Chicken'
Murray scored his first try as a rookie, the fact of the
matter is that the team scored, and these players could
not have done anything without the skills and support
of every other player on the field. This is not a game
for glory hounds, it is a tough, grueling game for men
who do it for the pleasure of knowing that they did a
good job at whatever they are responsible for. We do
it for the love of the game, not for the love ofthe glory.

Is that Rough Riders or Roughriders? It's the CFL
SCOTT STINSON
Cord Sports

Don't get mc wrong. I love Canada.
I like MuchMusic more than MTV,
1 only drink domestic beer and I
don' t cross-border shop. Bu 11 don' t
like the CFL. Please don't revoke
my citizenship. It's not that I hate
the CFL, I just don't consider
myself a big fan. Judging by league
attendance recently, neither does
anyone else. My preferences aside,
the Canadian Football League has
some serious faults which threaten
the league's survival.
Inevitably, any discussion of
the CFL winds up in a debate over
wjjich brand of football is better,
the CFL or the NFL. Some people
prefer the wide open, all offence

style the CFL offers while others
like the more balanced NFL game.
The point, however, is moot. The
CFL's problems are not so much
the games that are played on the
field, but are a result of structural
and organizational flaws within
the setup of the league. If the CFL
is to be taken seriously in the future, it must improve in these areas.

For starters, there are nine
teams in the league. Two of them
are called the Roughriders. (Actually one is Roughriders, the other
Rough Riders). How did this happen? Did someone not realize that
the name was already in use?
Maybe when one of the teams was
starting up they borrowed some

"Roughrider" stationary from the
other team and then never bothered to change the name. It could
have happened.
Aside from the apparent lack
of team names the league needs to
do something about its playoff
schedule. Seven of the nine teams
qualify for the playoffs. Only one
team from each of the two conferences is deemed unworthy to advance to post-season play. In an
average year, this would allow the
odd sub-.500 team a berth in the
playoffs. However, this year has
proven just how stupid the rules
are. In the Eastern Conference,
the Winnipeg Blue Bombers have
clinched first place with a solid
10-4 record. The Hamilton Tiger
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Cats have an inside track at a
playoff spot even though a 61 to 10
walloping at the hands of the Blue
Bombers droppped them to an ugly
5-9. The Toronto Argonauts and
the Ottawa Rough Riders (that's
Rough Riders, not Roughriders)
are tied with equally pathetic 3-10
records. Amazingly enough, at
least one of these teams will make
the playoffs and, depending on
what Hamilton does between now
and the end of the season, both
teams could make it. If this was
baseball, the New York Mets would
be setting their playoff rotation.
Consider that in back to back losses
earlier in the year, the Argos set
records for most quarterback sacks
allowed (13) and most passing
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yards allowed (603). I seriously
doubt that any other team in modern pro sports has set records for
ineptness in consecutive games.
This is a bad, bad team. Yet,
through the wonders of the CFL
playoffs, they still have a chance
(theoretically anyway) at winning
the Grey Cup. That's just plain
dumb.
Last year, the league offices
decided that the only way to save
the CFL was to expand into the
United States. Franchises were
awarded to Sacramento and San
Antonio last year, and one was
awarded to Las Vegas this year,
with more expected to be announced. The guy from San
Antonio has since smartened up
and backed out, but play has begun
in Sacramento to a lukewarm reception. This expansion will in all
likelihood either save the CFL or
kill it. Unfortunately, selling the
CFL in the States will be almost
impossible. To many Americans,
football is a religion. Proud parents decide what position their
newborn will play before they decide on a name. Players on high
school teams are celebrities. A
small town in Montana recently
renamed itself Joe. As in Joe,
Montana. No kidding. These people need a hobby. Trying to get
these people to watch football on a
huge field with only three downs
and virtually no running game just
won't work. If Americans started
a pro hockey league and made the
nets bigger to bring more offence
to the game, would Canadians be
very receptive? Not bloody likely.
1 would love to see expansion
work. Maybe in a few years the
league will have 14 or 15 teams, a
new playoff system and some new
names. Then it would be worth
following. Until then, I'll continue
to watch the CFL with minimal
interest. But I still love Canada.
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Jays Beat
by: Martin Walker
The most important time of the
baseball season is now underway.
The playoffs that determine who
will play in the World Series are
starting, with the Toronto Blue
Jays facing the Chicago White
at Comiskey Park.
The American League
Championship Series is expected
to be a good one. Chicago has
proven themselves in the second
half of the season to be true championship material. The Jays have
also finished equally strong, and
even with a Chicago home-town
advantage for the first two games,
Toronto still should be able to
upend the White Sox.
The week that was, was quite
uneventful. If anyone cares, the
Blue Jays swept the Milwaukee
Brewers in three games and split
a four-game stint with Baltimore.
Faithful-to-the-end Jays fans
watched a host of rarely seen
players take to the field. Many
will not even be on the roster for
the ALCS, but were put in to give
the regular players some rest.
With all said and done, the Jays
finished the season with the top
three hitters (Olcrud, Molitorand
Alomar) in the American
League —a first since 1893!
Now a synopsis of the team
as it goes into the series against
Chicago:
Pitching:
The starting rotation for the
Jays seems quite strong. Juan
Guzman (14-3) starts the playoff
series for the Jays, as he faces
probable Cy Young award winner "Blackjack" McDowell (2210). Expect a fine performance

Sox

,

from Guzman. His last five starts
have been excellent, and McDowell
has had a lot of problems with the
Jays this season. Expect a mediocre
performance from McDowell and a

strong fastball from Guzman.
Game two has Dave Stewart (128) face Alex Fernandez (18-9). The
old Stewart of Oakland days gone by
looks as though he is in peak performance. Expect a pitchers dual
between the two.
Pat Hentgen (19-9) starts game
three for the Jays at the Skydome
meeting wily Wilson Alvarez (15-8)
for the White Sox. Hentgen has been
the Blue Jays workhorse, but has
also been faultering recently. Although his ERA is a respectable3.B7,
it has gone up in each of his last 4
starts. Hentgen oddly enough has a
better record on the road than at the
Skydome. Counton heavy hitting for
the Jays if Hentgen is going to win
this one.
The final starting pitcher spot
belongs toToddStott!emyre(l 1-12)
as he faces off against Jason Bere
(11-5). Stottlemyre is widely considered to be the weak-link of the
Jays, but he has started excellently
lately, including a complete game
shut-out. Stottlemyre has the ability
to really pour it on when it counts
and this game will really count. Bere
for Chicago is a rookie and has no
experience in critical situations.
Watch for him to fold like a bad
—

book.

Game five, if needed will also be
in Toronto as the start of the order
will come around again. Two pitchers that Cito Gaston removed from

their ALCS roster were veteran Jack
Morris and youngster Scott Brow. 1
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Jays win AL?

predict that you'll see less of Tony
Castillo and Mark Eichorn than
usual. The reasons: mediocre performances. They'll still be important middle relievers, but Gaston
will probably be using Danny Cox
and A 1 Leiter as middle relievers.
Also expect more use of Mike
Timlin. Since coming back up from
the minors, Timlin has been very
effective as the set-up man. This
will be a true test for him. Closer
Duane Ward will continue to dominate.

My predictions: expect the Blue
Jays to beat Chicago in five games
(yes...five games!). I predict
Guzman, Stewart and Stottlemyre
to all win, while Hentgen will lose
game 3. Guzman will probably win
Game 5 as well, but someone like
Danny Coxmaygetthewin instead.
Hitting:
If you're expecting low run
games (like the World Series last
year), don't count on it. Both teams
have formidable hitters. The Jays
have the three top hitters, two of
which (Molitor and Alomar) are
hot. Olerud may be a little cold, but
seems to be swinging the bat much
better than a couple of weeks ago.
Last year's World Series Most
Valuable Player Pat Borders is always an average hitter but can really come on strong in the clutch. Joe
Carter hit two home-runs in the last
game of the season and has really
come on lately with home runs and
had the best season of his career for
RBls. Tony Fernandez has been
very strong with a .306 average and
excellent fielding at Short Stop.
The rest of the batting rder are
fairly strong. Devon White has been

consistant at .273 and Ed Sprague
provides some extra power (remember last year's World Series
home run pinch hit game winner?). Rickey Henderson's hitting
is questionable but his play-off
record has been impresssive. 1 predict that he will have key roles in
these games. After all, he's a free
agent at the end of the season and
has to impress the GMs of prospective teams.
But hitting for the White Sox
is equally as impressive. Frank
Thomas (MVP candidate for the
league), Robin Ventura, Bo
Jackson and George Bell to mention a few have a lot of power. The
games almost definitely won't be
low scoring games with people
like this playing.
However, I think a key point
in the ALCS will be play-off expe-

rience. The last time I counted, the
Blue Jays have 17 players with at
least one year of play-off experience. Some, like Henderson and
Stewart, have several years experience. Icouldn'tevenfindone White
Sox player that had been in the
playoffs before with another team.
The team itself finished second in
1990 and '91, and finished third
last year.
The Sox have some key young
players like Bere, Alvarez,Thomas
and Ventura and need to gain more
experience before heading straight
to the World Series. Many people
believe this to be the year, but 1
think they simply don't have the
stamina to hold up to the pressure.
Watch out for the guys wearing
black over the next few years, but
as far as this year goes, I believe
that it's too much too soon.
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Soccer hawks still on top?
PAUL GRAY
Cord Sports

What else is there to do on a Sunday afternoon in Windsor? Well,
othcrthana littlecrossbordershopping. The Wilfrid Lauricr women's soccer team travelled to Windsor this past weekend to do battle
against the Windsor Lancers. Fighting against strong winds, inconsistent officiating and a rare eight
day layover, the Golden Hawks
came away with a no score draw.
The ladies squad went up
against a very physical Windsor
side, fresh off a 3-0 upset against

Guelph. "They (Windsor) were so
up for the game, especially after
beating Guelph. It was a game that
we should have won, wejust didn't
capitalize on the chances that we
had", stated head coach Peter
Hammermueller.

This game marked the halfway
point in the season for the Golden
Hawks, still undefeated and still
perched high atop the standings.
The club will have the benefit of
playing the remainder of the season at home. This means far less
hassles in terms of long bus trips,
poor officiating as well as unfamil-

iarity of the field. Hammermucllcr
went on to say, "We have to beat
the teams that are less skilled than
us".
Although the big contest against
McMaster will not have been
played until after this goes to print
(which means you will be reading
this the day after the game), I'm
going to go out on a limb and make
the prediction that the Laurier squad
will go on to defeat Mac by a score
of 1-0 maintaining the top spot in
their division as well astheirundefeated streak.

28 Yankees win tournament

Male or female, if you want to lose weight,
or tone-up, we are the only people to see.
Three convenient locations city-wide
(one is a women's only club). Staffed by
university physical education graduates that
have been professionally trained to guarantee
you look your very best. For the most in facilities,
the best equipment in the world,
and professional one-on-one service, try us.
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MOColumbiaSt. W,, Kitchener-Waterloo

747-1044
155King St. W., Kitchener-West

744-6262
The LMA 7th Annual Procter and Gamble softball tournament took place all day Saturday, October
2. Sixteen teams competed in round robin style in Waterloo Park to find out who had the right stuff.
And for the second year in a row, the 28 Yankees (formerly the 27 Yankees) swept the tournament.
pic: Mike Lewkowitz

1253King St. E., Kitchener-East
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SCOREBOARD
OUAA Rugby Division II

OUAA Football
Team

GP

W

L

4
4
4
4
4
4

4

0 8
16

TORONTO Blues
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
WESTERN Mustangs
GUELPH Gryphons
WATERLOO Warriors
MCMASTER Marauders
WINDSOR Lancers
YORK Yeomen

3
3
2

2
2
0

GP

W

7
7
7
7

3
3

MCMASTER Marauders
GUELPH Gryphons
WINDSOR Lancers
WESTERN Mustangs
WATERLOO Warriors
BROCK Badgers
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS

L

L

W

4
4
4
4
4
4

Pts

0 2
10
3
2
4
2
2 4
2
13 0
4 2
0
4

Football Results for Oct. 2 1993
TORONTO Blues 45 LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS 21
WATERLOO Warriors 15 MCMASTER Marauders 7
WESTERN Mustangs 49 YORK Yeomen 15
GUELPH Gryphons 55 WINDSOR Lancers 18

OUAA Men's Soccer West Division
Team

GP

CARLETON Ravens
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
TORONTO Blues
RMC Redmen
TRENT Nationals
BROCK Badgers

16
2 4
2 4

2
13
13
4
0

4
4

Team

Pts

T Pts

CIAU Football Top Ten

13 9
13 9
4
2
19
3
0
4
6
2
3 15
2
4
15
13 3 5

1.

OWIAA Women's Soccer West Division

TORONTO BLUES
2. CALGARY Dinosaurs
3. BISHOP'S Gaiters
4. LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
5. SAINT MARY'S Huskies
6. MOUNT ALLISON Mounties
7. WESTERN MUSTANGS
8. ÜBC Thunderbirds
9. MCGILL Redmen
10. ACADIA Axemen

Team

OUAA ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

6
7
7

GP W

LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
MCMASTER Marauders
WINDSOR Lancers
GUELPH Gryphons
WESTERN Mustangs
BROCK Badgers
WATERLOO Athenas

H
||

U

7
7

5
4

7

7
7

3
3

7
6

2
1

0

L

T

0

2 12
2 10
2 8
1 7
3 7
13

1

2
3
2
5
5

Pts
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OWIAA ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Name: SHERRI FIELD
Team: YORK YEOWOMEN field hockey
Achievement: Six goals in two games
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Name: KEVIN REID
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und clearcuttin

CHRIS DOBSON AND
IAN JACKSON
Corel Features
Last April, the NDP government of British Columbia handed down its decision to allow
further clearcutting into

ClayoquotSound. BCpremierMike
Harcourt considered the decision a
fair compromise satisfying the ceonomic needs of the logging companics and their employees while quelling the fears of environmentalists,
local citizens, and native groups

jobs versus the
environment
One of the main issues surrounding the Clayoquot conflict
has been the "jobs versus the
environment question". Logging
companies complain environmentalists are taking away needed jobs. However, environmentalist and other groups within the
forest industry suggest the opposite is true.
The Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of Canada (PPWC) state
that more efficient automation
and the export of raw timber has
resulted in a loss of employment
within the industry. The PPWC
says that more jobs could be kept
within Canada if secondary industries were created within our
borders. The Sierra Club also
points out that over the past four
years, 1300 jobs have been lost at
TIMBER CUT

··~
IOOOH'

B.C.

f
LESS THAN I

the Port Alberni pulp and paper
mill, the main processing mill for
Clayoquot timber, due to technological advances and automation.
The PPWC also provides statistics on jobs within the forest industry. They show that less than one job
is created for every thousand cubic
metres of timber cut in Canada.
Whereas, 5.2 jobs are created in
California through less automation
and little exportation of raw materials. Currently, the province of British Columbia forest industry employs the fewest jobs per cubic meter
of lumber than any other country in
the world.
A pamphlet distributed by the PPWC states, "We don't
have to choose between jobs and
trees. If our forest industry was
managed properly, we would have
plenty of both."
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jobs created for .every thousand cubic metres of t1mber cut
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B.C. government
response to issue
In February 1983, the NDP government purchased 4 per cent of
MacMillan and Bloedel (MB), the main company involved in logging
Clayoquot Sound, becoming the largest single shareholder in the
corporation. This purchase took place just months before the government's final Clayoquot decision. Steven Owen, the commissioner on
resources and environment, demanded an inquiry into this conflict of
interest.
Environmental groups also criticise the government's "talk and log"
policy. This is in reference to the logging occurring during the land-use
decision process involving the Clayoquot Sound Sustainable Development Strategy Steering Committee. Many of the groups are angered by
the fact that logging still goes on in areas where disputes are being
settled. Meares Island is the only area that is protected while natives are
settling land claims.
The Friends ofClayquot Sound also question the ability to adequately monitor and regulate fairness the logging in Clayoquot Sound. This
year MacMillan Bloedel trespassed into a virgin part of the area without
a permit. They illegally constructed a half ofa kilometer of road rightof-way. MB was later fined $18,000 for breaking the terms of their lease.
However, they were able keep the trees, which were valued at $35,000.

who occupy the territory.
Clayoquot Sound is 260,000
hectares of forested islands found
on the west coast of Vancouver
Island. It is the largest remaining
expanse of temperate ancient rainforest on Vancouver Island and
one of the world's · largest. This
area contains ancient Sitka Spruce,
Douglas Fir and Western Red Cedar found to be as old as 1700 years
and as tall as 300 feet with 18 foot
diameters.
It supports a diverse array of wildlife on and off-shore including
black bears, otter, 2 types of whales,
five types of salmon , hundreds of
migrating birds and is also home
to the endangered marbled
murelet.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
CONTROVERSY
In 1955, the newly amalgamated MacMillan and Bloedel logging company was granted a perpetual tree farm licence with exclusive cutting rights for over half
of Clayoquot Sound, including an
area of forest reserved for future
park. This was done without public consultation. The next year,
almost all the rest of Clayoquot's
forests were granted to British
Columbia Forest Products. This
deal was later found to be corrupt.
The Forest minister of the day was
sentenced to jail for accepting
bribes to grant the licence, but the
licence was allowed to stand.
In the 1960s and 70s, the level
of clearcutting had more than tripled the initial rate and the evidence of damage, such as erosion,
grew.
By the early 80's, the local
residents ofTofino, a community
that lies within Clayoquot, organised to oppose the proposed
clearcutting of Meares Island. The
government established the
Meares Planning Team but later
ignored the team's recommendation for substantial preservation

and allocated 95 per cent of the
timber on Mears to industry. This
lead to the first blockades by natives and non-natives. MacMillan
and Bloedel was granted an injunction to remove any protesters
of the site.
In 1985, the Nuu-Chah-Nulth
natives were granted an injunction to stop logging on Meares
while their claim to aboriginal
rights to the tree~ was before the
courts. The case was first heard in
September 1991.
Meanwhile, in 1988, local residents stepped up their opposition
to a logging road being built along
the Sulphur Pass. The courts granted a new injunction to a New Zealand-based logging company,
Fletcher Challenge, to remove
protesters. Thirty-five people were
arrested for ignoring the injunction but, Fletcher Challenge eventually halted road construction and
developed an alternative road to
the largest region of natural
unlogged rainforest.
In 1989, Premier Bill Vander
Zalm formed a sustainable development task force stemming from
pressure by the Tofino city council
and Chamber of Commerce. The
task force floundered because of
continued logging during its study.
The task force later regrouped but
continued logging lead to the resignation of the task force's environment and tourism representatives.
In September, 1991, another
blockade was set up to halt logging
in the Bulson drainage.
By January, 1992, the provincial government established CORE
(Commission On Resources and
the Environment), to access public input and inake recommendations regarding land use allocations on Vancouver Island and two
other disputed areas in BC.
In June 1992, the BC Forest
service granted emergency meas-

Clayoquot decision
According to the government
plan, 45 per cent of Clayoquot is
committed to full-scale logging,
17 per cent to special management
logging zones, and 33 per cent to
protected areas.
Environmentalists are quick
to point out that 15 per cent of the
protected rea is already saved within Strathcona Provincial and Pacific Rim National parks.
A considerable portion of the
remaining 18 per cent is bog,
marsh, scrub forest or 60 degree
slopes leaving only a limited portion of the diversity of the ecosys-

tern. The Sierra Club's Vicki Husband also has concerns for the 17
per cent slated to special management logging citing "there is no
monitoring and enforcement set
up and no penalties in place for
transgressions." She fears that
without such monitoring systems
in place, logging practises will be
no different than those of the recent past.
Husband says "Harcourt's logging plan, added to what has already been logged, will see more
than 74 per cent of those ancient
forests eliminated."

ures to allow larger clearcutting in
the Cold Creek area, overruling
recommendations made by the
sustainable development task
force.
In April 1993, the provincial
government decided to bypass
CORE and outlined its own final
decision for land use in Clayoquot
Sound. To this date, the BC provincial government has refused to
re-evaluate.
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Clayoquot Days is a series of
events co-sponsored by the WLU
Environmentalists and the Waterloo Public Interest Group (WPIRG)
to raise awareness about the logging of possibly the world's largest
remaining tract of ancient temperate rainforest.
Wednesday October 13, 1993
has been deemed International
Clayoqout Sound Day. In conjunction with environmental groups
from the other universities in Ontario, we have organised a protest
rally to occur at noon in each ofthe
university cities. In Waterloo, we
will march from the University of
Waterloo to WLU and then proceed down to the rally at Speakers
Corner in Kitchener.
On Thursday October 14,
1993, WPIRG is hosting a slide
show and talk by Valerie Langer
from the Friends of Clayoquot
Sound. The Friends of Clayoqout
Sound have been the organisers of
the blockades out at the Sound. It
was a tour to Europe with this
slideshow that originally exposed
the Clayoquot issue international-
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Environmental impacts of the logging_ industry
The majotrity of the impacts to the
environment can be traced back to
the logging practice of clearcutting.
Clearcutting involves cutting every tree on a site and removing
those trees considered to be
merchantable. Logging companies 0Jnsider this to be the cheapest possible method of harvesting

timber. Almost 91per cent of all
logging in BC is done by
clearcutting. In 1989, almost
247,000 hectares of forest were
clearcut in British Columbia. Herb
Hammond, author of Seeing the
Forest Among the Trees, points
out that clearcutting at this rate
would deforest an area the size of

Vancouver Island in 13 years.
Hammond points out some of
the environmental impacts of
clearcutting in his book. He states
that clearcutting and the construction of logging roads inevitably
leads to soil degradation and erosion, removing the life source of
the forest.. Moderate degradation
of the soil can lead to a 25 per cent
loss in future timber productivity
while severe degradation can lead
to a 100 per cent loss.
A study by Green peace states
that soil erosion caused by
clearcutting on slopes leads to the
siltation of rivers adverse! y affecting the habitat of marine life. A
government audit of Vancouver
Island showed that 60 per cent of
salmon streams have been damaged by logging, with 30 per cent
suffering a total loss of habitat.
The Sierra Club points out
there have been few wildlife studies conducted in Clayoquot Sound
to identify the impact of logging.
Yet, it has been shown that 85 per
cent of the mammals native to
Vancouver Island reproduce in old
growth forests.
One of the most significant
impacts to the environment is the
loss of biodiversity of, a key factor
in maintaining its stability and
health. Douglas Chadwick, a biologist and journalist for the Nation-
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The reality of clearcutting.
a! Georaphic , warns that
"biodiversity is no frill. It is life,
and all that sustains life. It is worthy of respect. Maintainance of
biodiversity must become our primary mission as a society, the principle that guides resource use .....
simplified ecosystems, whether
monocultures such as crop fields
and pine plantations or habitat
islands with impoverished biota,
are suject to sudden collapse from
a major shift in their

environement."
University of British Columbia, Professor Karel Klinka states
that the hypermaritime Coastal
Western Hemlock bioeoclimatic
subzones (which includes
Clayoquot Sound) have "the rea test
diversity and abundance of habitat
elements in the province ... ".
Klinka points out that the reason
that this area is so rich is due to the
old-growth forests and the fact
that the area is a coastal zone.

The rush to save Clayoquot
It has been estimated by the
Western Canada Wilderness
Commitee that more than 90 per
cent of the world's ancient temperate rainforest has been destroyed.
One quarter of this is found in
British Columbia. The 262,000
hectare area at Clayoquot Sound is
thought to be the world's largest
remaining tract of ancient temper-
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ly and locally.
To conclude the Clayoqout
Days events will be a benefit for
the campaign to save Clayoqout
Sound , on the Thursday evening
after the slideshow presentation.
Aconcert will be held at the Volcano club starting at 9 pm.

So if you care about the future
of our forests we would really appreciate it if you would show your
support and participate in our
events. For more information about
any of these events please call us:
WLU Environmentalists: 725 8764 or; WPIRG: 888 - 4882.

ate rainforest..
A federal government report
states that all of BC's coastal commercial old growth will be cut in
15 years. With the NDP government's Clayoquot decision, 74 per
cent of the area's old growth forest
will be logged. The Sierra Club
points out that to this day the provincial government has only pro-

tected 4.4 percent of the old growth
forest. Furthermore they estimate
that there is only 31.4 per cent of
unprotected old growth left. Outside of Clayoquot Sound, the Pacific Rim National Park Reserve
and South Morsby National Park
Reserve are the only national parks
which protect virgin coastral rainforest in Canada.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO
SAVE CLAViOQUOT
J'-.

-

.

+:Participate in Clayoquot Days, October, 12-15.
+Write or fax to B.C ... premier Mike Harcourt.
The Honourable Premier Mike Harcourt,
Office of the Premier
~islature Buildi~s

Victoria, B.C.. V8V lXS
Phone: (604) 387-1715

+ P.O.
Donate to the.Friends of Clayoquot Sound
Box
TofinoiBC, VOR 2ZO

~tiona!

njuncroups
in Onrotest
hofthe
o, we
sity of
n proeakers

489~

Phone: (604) 725-42 8

+Phone MacMillan and Bloedel.
Robert Findla)J Chief Executive Officer,
Phone: (604) 661-8000
or
Phone MacMillan and Bloedel Building Materials
Kitchener.
Phone: (519) 894-2222

le r 14,
slide

+Reduce, reuse, recycle and refuse.

+Send l~tters to the editor about Clayoquot Sound.
+Join WPIRG's (Waterloo Public Interest Research Group)
Save Clayoquot Sound work-group. Phone: (519) 888-4882

What happened to the trees?
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$2.50 POOL
$2.50 FOOD

$2.50 DRINKS
ALL TAX INCLUDEO

SNACKS
hummus
vegetable somosas
garlic bread
spicy fries

spinach

&

2.50

cheese pie

BURGS AT DOGS
veggie burger
burger
two hot dogs

SANDWICHES
grilled cheese
felafel in pita
fried egg
egg salad
tuna salad
bacon, lettuce

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

2.50
2.50
2.50

tomato
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220 King Street North, Waterloo
ACROSS FROM WLU
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Lul's

Tom

Stomped
Stompin' Tom

DAVE SCOTT

Cord Entertainment

Stompin' Tom Connors performed
at Lulu's on the twenty fourth of
September. After opening his set
with Bud the Spud, Stompin' Tom
summed up the entire feeling that
his performance generated. He
declared, "this ain't Milli Vanilli.
This is real." And real it was.

waves

the Canadian flag at Lulu's.

Never before have I seen assembled such an unlikely combination
of varying socio-economic levels
at one concert.
The assembled throng combined pissed up older rural citizens with equally well lubricated
urban youth. All were present for
the common purpose of having a
damn good party avec Mr. Connors

pic: Dave Scott

(who appeared to be having an
equally good time).
Stompin' Tom cranked
through his set list to the manical
adulation ofthe young pups draped
in Canadian flags near the front of
the stage. Equally enthralled but
slightly less vocal were the orbiting elderly, who danced around
the floor doing the Sudbury Satur-

day Night polka. The place went
berserk when Tom did "Margo's
Got The Cargo", which was closely
followed by a second rendition of
"Bud the Spud."
The night was an unashamed
wallow in nationalism, which is
most encouraging to see in our
apathetic land. As Tom kept reminding those present: "We're

home! This is Canada!" (a fact
which many of the human pinballs
heading for the bathrooms may
have forgotten.) With songs that
cross musical, class and age
boundaries
Stompin' Tom
Connors is good for this country,
and provides a wonderful opportunity to dance around and get pissed.

The Last of The Albinos: ThomasTrio Makes Their Last Stand
SELENE MacLEOD
Cord Entertainment

The Red Albino played the Bomber.

pic: Selene MacLeod

September 30, 1993, 1 caught Thomas Trio and the
Red Albino's last-ever performance, at the
Bombshelter. The group is breaking up after five
years, to pursue other interests. For those of you that
missed them —pity.
The opening band, Vancouver's Shine, warmed
up the crowd with a laidback performance consisting of Canadian plaid-shirt rock. Is it my imagination, or are all homegrown bands starting to sound
the same? Anyway, the audience was receptive and
the band very cool. Their most memorable moments came when the guitarist and bass player
leaped off the stage to dance with some people up
front. Shine played a brief, tight set, but it was
obvious that the crowd was there to see the headlines, so the openers got less than they deserved.
Thomas Trio and the Red Albino, consisting of

Lil Thomas on guitar, Louis Thomas on drums,
Danny Thomas on bass, and Jody Richardson on
vocals and percussion, delivered a high-energy, exciting performance. They played a unique musical
mishmash of jazz, rock, and blues with pop sensibilities.
Frontman Richardson, fighting the flu, established a rapport with the audience that even extended
to taking off his shoes and socks for the benefit of a
young man who "liked his toes". His powerful vocals
and seemingly inexhaustible energy drove the crowd
into a frenzy, despite annoying drunks who kept
requesting a "Newfie jig". The Thomas Trio, too,
gave an amazing, tight, loud performance, but
Richardson was the centre of attention ( he loved it,
you could tell). All in all, the show was indescribable—just a lot of sweat, expended energy, and even
a mosh pit (isn't that taking the whole mosh thing a
bit too far?) It was a worthy sendoff for a great band.
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remaps

tiser, "...straight from the Perogie
Man himself." If you like pizza,
try the Pita, Paul and Mary Pizza,
made of course on fresh pita bread.
If you're more heath conscious
how 'bout a Jailhouse Wok?
Now, to the entertainment.
Over lunch and dinner, local pianists play their renditions of songs
from years past. But, starting
around nine every night the real
entertainment comes on. Three
guys take turns doing requests and
parodies of famous and not-sofamous songs, ranging from Louis
Armstrong to Monty Python. The
night I was there they played the
Bohemian Rhapsody Polka, which
everyone got right into. Then this
one pianist challenged the audience to name a T.V. theme song
that he couldn't play. I think he
spent too much time alone as a
child, 'cause they only stumped
him once.
If you're out for dinner, or you
want to try something different,
check this place out. It seems to
have flavour to suit almost every
taste. They are open from 11 to 1,
with food available right until one.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far
away...Well, not really. In fact,
about a month ago, Waterloo's
newest watering hole opened it's
doors to the general public. Located in the University Shops Plaza
at 170 University Ave., in what
was formerly Hucksters', this restaurant has taken a fresh look at
live entertainment, featuring Sunday night jazz with the Andy
Klaehn Quartet, and live classic
rock-ish piano sing-alongs from
Wednesday to Saturday. Couple
this with a menu that lists items
like "Come Snail Away.." and
"Baby, you can drive my Carbonara" and you might begin to
think this place is into music.
If you were thinking that way,
you'd be right. The whole menu
consists of items with names taken
from popular music, reasonably
priced that tastes great too. High
on my list are the mussels and
calamari, if you're into seafood. If
not try the perogies as an appe-

J.D. LOWE

Cord Entertainment

"American Gladiators: The Video Game"
This week, a quick glance at the Super
Nintendo shelf revealed an interesting selection,
the American Gladiators video game.
As you probably know, American Gladiators
is a cheezy, syndicated "Game Show" which can
normally be found during television's dead hours.
Contestants battle "Gladiators" (the nickname for
the steroid-laden beasts that the show employs)
through a series of events.
The show has developed somewhat of a cult
following, so its not overly surprising that its
spawned a Super Nintendo game in its honour.
American Gladiators is played against sixteen human or computer controlled opponents in
a bracket-style tournament. You and your opponent battle the gladiators through six preliminary
games and the grand finale, aptly named, "The
Eliminator".
The television show actually lends itself well
to a video game format. Where else but in a
Nintendo game could you properly simulate bashing someone over the head with a giant Q-Tip?
Some of the events, such as the rock'em'sock'em
Power Ball are alot of fun. The two competitors
simultaneously attempt to avoid being tackled by
Gladiators and dump balls into scoring bins.
Other events, however, are just plain dull.
Perhaps the most negative aspect of the game
was the music and sound effects. The Super
Nintendo is a stereo system with great capabilities
for sound. American Gladiators, however, relies
on just one, monotonous theme song for the entire
game. My roommates and i turned on the CD
player within five minutes.
The graphics were okay, but nothing spectacular. Compared to such games as Turbo-Street
Fighter II and WWF Royal Rumble, the visuals for
American Gladiators seem more apt for the Commodore 64 than the

wim

gamt

ia

desirable challenge. The computer
opponents are faceless and devoid of character.
When competing against them, your performance
seems to be only equally as important as how many
points the game tells you that your opponent earned.
After the second or third play, you still don't know
how your opponent got his/her points and you really
don't care. Its just irritating that a good performance could still result in a loss if the computer picks
good numbers for your opponent.
The game is not without its good points, however. The "Aerosphere" event, in which contestants
must roll around in giant hamster balls, is hilarious
to play and just difficult enough to make it interesting. As well, the "Eliminator" event becomes a mad
dash of flying fingers and swear words when playing a human opponent. You'd be surprised how
quickly sane people transform into rabid animals
while playing against one another.
Overall, the game proved to be lots of fun with
a large group of human players, but mind-numbingly
dull when faced with a large number of computer
opponents. Why? Because, with seven or eight
friends working their way through the tournament,
there is room for bravado, rivalry and (lots of)
heckling. If you're looking for a game that a large
group of people can play, then American Gladiators
is certainly worth a look. Otherwise, i'd leave it on
the shelf.
American Gladiators: The Video Game, along
with a whole whack of cooler games which i should
have rented instead, is available from Jumbo Softthat it lacks a

roundp
JEFFREY BLAIR
Cord Entertainment
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Critiquing military history
JAYSON "RAMBO"
GEROUX
Cord Entertainment

Welcome to this new column in
the Cord. The idea for this feature, in which I critique newly

published books on military history, came to me late in the school
year last March. However, because of the timing of the idea, I
decided to wait for the new school
year to begin before I introduced
the feature. Once September rolled
around, 1 simply asked the Cord's
entertainment editor, Scott McKay,
if I could write for him. After a
brief discussion on the requirements that a column for the Cord
entails, Scott gave me the go-ahead
for the column.
Yes, it is that easy to write for
the Cord. So if you are interested
in doing something, well, interesting, come on up and write for the

school newspaper.
The purpose of this column is
to critique newly published books
that deal with topics in military
history and current military issues
in the world today. In my years
here at Laurier, I have noticed that
the topic of military history is
present in only a few courses in the
department of history, despite the
fact that many students here seem
genuinely interested in the subject
("My argument is that War makes
rattling good history; but Peace is
poor reading" Thomas Hardy,
The Dynasts, 1906). While this
column is not meant to balance the
lack of military history subjects
available here at WLU, it is meant
to merely give those of us interested in military history something
further to pick up and read in our
thirst for military history knowledge.
Something of which I believe
should be paid special attention to
is this: THIS COLUMN IS NOT
MEANT TO GLORIFY AND/OR
ROMANTICIZE WAR. As any
military historian, and any soldier, will tell you, war is not a topic
which should not be glamourized

Mud in

-

I will choose
books which I believe are interesting, provide good reading and research material, and be enjoyable
to read and have. Books such as
"Stallone and Schwarzenegger:
Whose Movies are More Realistic?" will not be making an appearance in my column. Military
historians, much like other historians, try to find and choose subjects on past and present topics in
military history which will be of
genuine interest to other genuine
military historians, and not to any
Schwarzenegger/Stallone wannabe's. Hopefully, I will be able to
fulfill the purpose and goal of this
column by choosing interesting
topics in military history, and even
get those of you not interested in
this subject to pick up a book or
two, just for your enjoyment.
Admittedly, like all historians, I do have my personal biases,
and likes and dislikes, when it
comes to choosing topics in military history. You will find that I
prefer 20th Century military history, and that some of my critiques
will look at largely American involvements (this occurs not only
as a "good" thing.

your ear

BRYAN KRUUK

Cord Entertainment
The first expcricncc I had with One Free Fall was
about five years ago when they opened for Jane's
Addiction at the concert hall in Toronto. At that
point in time, the hand had been together two years
and the only high point of their show was the mass
destruction of their equipment at the end of the set.
Now, seven years after their formation, this
quartet from Wolfville, Nova Scotia has gotten its act
together and put out its first full length album. The
new CD entitled Mudcreek is a much stronger effort
than that first display in Toronto many years ago, and
has the potential to be a major force on the Canadian
music scene.

Mudcreek has a wide variety of songs that range
from punky thrash, to peaceful ballads. The majority
of the songs on the album have a harder edge to them.
Some songs included in this category are Heaven to
Bed, Cool and the title track. Each of these tunes is
powered by the quick paced percussion of drummer
Bob Vespaziani and heavy bass of Jim Moore. Vocalist Ken MacNeil has a voice that is distinct from a sea
of singers that exist in today's rock and roll environment. It has been described as "blood-curdling."
The rockin' tracks indicate that bands such as the
Sex Pistols may have had an influence on One Free
Fall. However, another force which has obviously
inspired this band is the institution called Neil Young.
With several songs from Mudcreek, one might think
it was Neil himself playing, as guitarist Sandy Graham
has perfected the sound of Young's guitar. This is
evident on songs such as Saved, but is especially true
on Stop Me. This song could easily pass for Like a
Hurricane Part 11. One Free Fall also does a very solid
cover ofCortez the Killer; this version slightly heavier
than the original.
Producer Chris Wardman (Sons ofFreedom, The
Watchmen, Randy Bachman) has done a very good
job with One Free Fall's debut effort. The album is
well polished and smooth sounding. With the proper
promotion, this album has the potential to be quite
successful in both Canada and the United States.
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The Art of War
by Sun Tzu
Dell Publishing
83 pages
($9.95)
This book is usually published
every two or three years, with the
difference being that usually the
forward to each edition is written
by a well-known author, historian,

or celebrity (for example, James
Clavell, the best selling author of
Shogun and Taipan, wrote the
forward in my copy). Even though
Sun Tzu wrote his passages over
two-and-a-half thousand years ago,
they are still applicable in today's
modern military and, if it were up
to me, I would have this little book
required reading for every military officer. I firmly believe that if
this book had been in the hands of
some of this century's military and
political leaders, conflicts such as
Vietnam and incidents such as the
Bay of Pigs would not have occurred, and thousands of lives
would have been saved. I have
even heard that some universities
have this little book as required
reading in some of their business
courses (listen up biz students
battles happen in the boardroom
as well). The Art of War is small
(only 83 pages), cheap (only 10
bucks for my copy), easy-to-read,
and contains passages which will
help you survive not only in the
military but in the everyday battles
of life. And for you people out
there who fancy yourselves as military historians— ifyou don'thave
this book, how can you call yourself a military historian in the first
-

place?

"War Stories" will be back next week
with two brand spankin' new
military history books.

FLAT-RATE LONG
DISTANCE PACKAGES

METROWIDE FLAT-BATE PACKAGES
Greater Toronto Area
plus Gueiph

because of our large neighbour to
the south and how the U.S. has
dominated this century but for my
own personal reasons as well).
However, I will try my best to
branch out into other areas and
periods of military history, and if
any of you out there in Laurierland have any military history
books which you think should be
critiqued in this column, feel free
to come up to the Cord and drop
off the book. Heck, if I'm lazy
enough, you can even write the
critique.
So here's hoping you enjoy
this new feature in the Cord.
Please drop me any comments or
criticisms as I write throughout
the year. This week, we start off
with what 1 think should be the
military's bible, The Art of War
by Sun Tzu.
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Carumba! Bart is back

Ay.
GREG SLOAN

Cord Entertainment
There is a tradition among Laurier
students. Every Thursday night
they huddle around their television screens and watch as a certain
cartoon family tries to survive life
in the nineties. The Simpsons have
earned a cult following which may
one day come to rival that of Star

Trek.
What began as a short filler
for the Tracey Ullman show has
become the wittiest show on television today. The cartoon format
allows the writers to poke fun at
everything. Nothing is sacred.
Over the years everything from
gangsters to the C.F.L. have been
lampooned.

The new season officially
kickedofflast Thursday night with
Homer reminiscing about the success he enjoyed as a member of a
barbershop quartet, the B Sharps.
I learned many things from this
episode.
First, the show has not lost
any of the sarcastic humour which
made the early seasons so popular.

Watchmen groove
DANIELLE HUNTER, RENEE
RAMESHWAR, BRIDGET BELL,

JENNIFER PORRITT
Cord Entertainment

They say that the second time is even better than the
first. This proved true after this Winnipeg-based band
sparked our interest last spring with their Laurier
debut at the Turret.

A Watchman perfoms at Phil's, pic: Scott McKay

The Watchmen played at Phil's last Wednesday
night to a highly anticipatory crowd. These guys are
a no frills, straight forward kind of band. Their
performance reflected this as they didn't play to the
crowd but with the crowd. Their energy surged,
pumped and drove the audience into a frenzy.
The set featured their first album
McLarenFurnaceßoom and included some experimental tunes which may appear in their upcoming
album due out in March. Lead singer Danny Greaves'
omnipotent vocals were definitely the unifying force
behind the band's powerful performance. Their intense energy was channelled into the constant and
sometimes distracting body surfing, yet was appreciated by all.
The Watchmen's performance was another example of promising Canadian bands often featured at
Phil's. It is unfortunate that the narrowness of Phil's
restricted the crowd from fully appreciating the show.
However, the Watchmen overcame this slight obstacle and left all screaming for more.

m

Afil

11,7

It would be easy for the writers to

simply coast. After all, they have
already achieved their wildest
dreams. The show has become a
marketing juggernaut, with everything from Homer dolls to
Simpsons happy meals. A soundtrack featuring the voices of Bart
and Homer (and accompanying
videos) were even released.
Many people saw the show
just as a simple vehicle to sell this
merchandise. A half hour commercial, something like the G.I.
Joe and Transformer cartoons of
our youth. If this was the case,
why would the creators continue
putting so much work into the
show? Many episodes have to
be watched over a few times
to catch all of the humour.
The truth is, the show is
and always has been
much more than
just a marketing
tool.
Last weeks episode also revealed that,
with the departure of
Cheers, the Simpsons now|
have the most interesting
characters on television. They
began as simple sketches of normal, everyday North Americans
such as the bratty kid, the loving
housewife and the bumbling cop.
Though they will never escape the
stereotypes they represent (Barney
will always be a drunk, and Ned
Flanders will always be the annoying goodie-goodie neighbour),
this is what gives them theircharm.
j

Each character represents a general sector of society, and through
these characters the writers poke
fun us. This is satire, and the jokes
are so funny because we know
they are true.
Another of the interesting facets of the show is the cameo appearances made by celebrities.
This has been done before, on
cartoons like the Flintstones and
the Jetsons. The cameo appearances on the Simpsons allow the
stars to poke fun at themselves and
what they represent. This episode
featured George Harrison, who,
after seeing Homer's band
performing on a rooftop,
comments "It's already
been done." One of the
storylines in the episode
was that the breakup of
the B Sharps mimicked
the Beatles (complete
with Barney meeting a
Yoko Ono look alike).
This just goes to show
that even the Beatles are
not sacred any more.
Say what you want.
Bart Simpson may not
be the best role model for kids, the
portrayal of some of the characters are stereotypical and no one
could ever be as stupid as Homer.
However, you can't argue this:
there are very few television series today which can make us laugh
at our society and ourselves. The
Simpsons may be a cartoon, but it
is more sophisticated than most
flesh and blood shows.
(
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Freaky Blues-Rock Show

SELENE MacLEOD
Cord Entertainment

I love watching drunk white people dance. Yes folks, here I sit,
cold, wet, and thoroughly exhausted after walking hack to campus from downtown Kitchener in

the rain at 1:30 am. Despite my
physical misery, I can't quite lose
the grin that has glued itself to my
face. It was all worth it.
Tonight, Oct. 1,1 got a taste of
home at the Volcano from Laughing Sam's Breakdown, a Sarnia-

based band (I'm from Sarnia).
Lead singer/ guitarist Jeff Getty,
bassist Dean Hibman, and drummer Greg Lee delivered their singular hard-driving blues to a very
receptive, if small, crowd. Their
performance was electrifying.

Alternative Is...?
LAWRENCE D. HAMMOND
Cord Entertainment
What is alternative music? I had this argument with
my friend all summer. It seems that our idea of
alternative is contradictory.
While he is willing to accept the music in my
"alternative" category, I was less willing to accept
some of the music in his. The main argument
centred on whether grunge is alternative. I believe
that it is not.
Now, before I go in to a discussion about what
is and isn't alternative, I must also add that there is
a belief out there that we shouldn't categorize music
at all. Why confine our likes and dislikes to
categories? Ideologically, this argument is sound;
we shouldn't categorize, but in practice it becomes
necessary. Have you ever gone out to a club that
advertised "alternative night" and their idea of
alternative music is different than yours? In Toronto, the word alternative means different things at
Catch 22 and at Club Max. If you don't know the
difference, you may be wasting your money on a
cover charge for music you don't like. We need a
standard of categorizing that will eliminate this
problem.
It used to be that when someone asked me what
kind of music I liked, I could respond "alternative"
and there would be no more questions. It seems that,
now, if I say I like alternative, people ask me if I like
the new Stone Temple Pilots or Nirvana album. If
you say alternative in the USA, groups like Sisters
of Mercy or Bjork don't come to mind, but anything
out of Seatle does.
If you want to tell people what kind of music
you listen to these days, you have to name bands you
like, and then bands you don't like. This is how the
argument about alternative started. People have
been trying to define alternative by what bands fit
the category and which don't. It becomes controversial when you include Tea Party with Front 242
or Depeche Mode.
It also became controversial when groups that
were traditionally considered alternative become
very commercial, or started making obscene amounts
of money. Is REM still alternative? How about
Depeche Mode, or U2? Most people would answer
no, but these groups were very much alternative for
years.
Instead of defining alternative by groups or
popularity or poverty, let's concentrate, instead, on
the musical aspect of alternative. It seems to me that

there is a brand of music out there that stands above
the rest in musical complexity and lyric sophistication. This music is a plethora of ambient sounds and
counter-punctal melodies. For example, listen to a
love song by Depeche Mode and compare it to a love
song by Whitney Houston.
There is always something going on in the background of a DM song, but an American top 40 song
will almost always be a consistent formula of melody,
bass, drums and oooh, aaaah, ya, ya, ya. There is very
little ambience in this music. The same holds true for
popular rock'n roll, C&W, and, with some exception,
rap and dance music.
This music I'm talking about also possess a lyric
sophistication. I ask you, again, to compare a DM
love song with a Whitney song. DM will never have
lyrics that have the theme of "I love you THIS
much..." and yet, the formula of AM top 40 and
Casey Casum is almost uniform in this theme. Lyric
sophistication often involves politics or controversy
or satire, and is sometimes absurd, but never trivial.
In a lyrically sophisticated song, it is the lyrics that
take priority over a group's pop image or guitar solos.
The makers of this music are often faceless or unrecognisable, because the selling point of their music is
the music and not the image of the band. This is one
of the reasons that these bands have been considered
alternative: they don't feed America's insatiable
appetite for image.
I will now call this musically complex and lyrically sophisticated music ALTERNATIVE. Because my definition does not take popularity or
poverty in to account, it will include bands like
Depeche Mode, U2, REM, New Order, The Cure and
NIN, but I will not define alternative by simply
naming those bands. I will also state that MOST
grunge music does not fit my definition. I believe
that, although grunge may sometimes be lyrically
sophisticated, the lyrics do not take priority over
image, and that there is a distinct lack of complexity
or ambience in the usic. In my opinion, grunge is an
improvement on rock, but maintains much of it's
dependence on the formula and image of it's ancestral roots.
I like many kinds of music, but I don't call them
all alternative. It is possible, and very common, for
people to like alternative AND grunge. It is also
possible, and common, to NOT like one or the other.
My point is not to discredit anyone who likes these
other kinds of music, but to get our definitions

straight.

COMMUNICATION CLUB PRESENTS:

Getty's leg-shaking energy, fromthe-gut vocals and guitar acrobatics were complemented by
Hibman's stoic, laid-back delivery. Lee's controlled, powerful
attack perfectly completed the
outfit. Advertised as a "bluesrock freakshow", Laughing Sam's
Breakdown's music combined
blues, hard rock, jazz, and Latin
styles in a frenzied wall of sound
that hit me like a locomotive with
no brakes, while I stood there loving every second of it. And they
were only the beginning.
Now, I must confess that, except for the odd Led Zeppelin
tape, my experience with the blues
has been extremely limited, and
I've always found it a bit boring.
After seeing the Sidemen, that view
has changed completely—l'm
hooked. Their mix of classic blues

Volcano erupts witfi bluesy tunes.

STEFANIE TRUDEAU
Cord Entertainment

"Loaded Weapon 1" is a take off
of the Lethal Weapon movies and
yes, it is another one of those
comedic parodies. If you are a fan
of these "Airplane", "Hot Shots"
type films and even if you're not,
you'll probably find that "Loaded
Weapon 1" is actually not bad. I
believe I was laughing every five
minutes.
Emilio Estevez is the 'Mel
Gibson' character and he does remarkably well at being a funny
guy. He plays a depressed cop
with cool hair who aimlessly
shoots guns while rolling around
on the ground, he wears women's
lingerie, and he fantasizes about
-

-
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Weapon loaded with laughs
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SPEAKING ON THE USE
OF VIDEO AS A TOOL
IN THIRD WORLD
DEVELOPMENT AND
EDUCATION

covers and originals got more than
a few people dancing. Paul
Reddick (vocals/harmonica) is an
impressive performer, whose souland-whiskey vocals and sweatdrenched energy drew the crowd
in. The best moment occurred
during the finale, when he stepped
down from the stage, and took a
stroll through the crowd, all the
while blowing violently and beautifully on his harmonica. He rejoined the band (guitarist Kyle
ferguson, bassist Greg Marshak,
and drummer Vince MacCafone)
to screams and cheers from the
audience. Their spine-tingling
smokin' blues left the crowd begging for more. I could babble on,
but I'll sum up the band and their
unbelievable showmanship with a
quote from Jeff Getty —"They're
hot!"
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dogs. Samuel L. Jackson, the
'Danny Glover' guy, is Emilio's
partner. Jackson also does an extremely good job at being comedic.
His character gives hair care tips,
and has seizures while holding
guns. These, and other laughable
actions make Estevez and Jackson
a very amusing team. What also
adds humour to the movie are the
spoofs of memorable scenes from
other blockbusters like "Basic Instinct" and"The Silence of the
Lambs".
"Loaded Weapon 1" is also
loaded with cameos of famous
stars like Whoopi Goldberg, Tim
Curry, William Shatner, Bruce
Willis, and Corey Feldman. John
Lovitz adds some funny moments
as well in his whiny voiced portrayal of Joe Pesci's character in
the "Lethal Weapon" movies. Of
course, like most of these kinds of
films that rely on lots of visual and
verbal humour. There are some
jokes that are so obvious and stupid that you can't help laughing,
but there are also many truly funny
moments that somehow still manage to keep the storyline moving
right along.
Naturally, these laugh-aminute movies don't appeal to
everyone. You have to be a big fan
of silly humour to really get the
most out of this show. If you arc
looking for a quality comedy, don't
bother with this one, but if you are
out for laughs and if you liked
"Hot Shots" ( which ironically
features Estevez's brother Charlie
Sheen )
then watch "Loaded
Weapon 1". You may like it even
better.
,
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X delivers
TANYA KING

Cord Entertainment
I am a huge fan of the Oscars.
Each year I sit and watch them
from beginning to end, recording
the nominees and winners. Then
I wait for the video release and
pounce on the masterpiece. This
year was a little different. There
was one movie I decided not to
pounce on, and I eventually only
saw the movie because my boyfriend coerced me into renting it.
That movie was Malcolm X.
The problem is, I was biased.
do
not like Spike Lee. Maybe it
I
is because he all but stole the
movie rights from director Norman Jeweson because he is white,
maybe it is because of his attitude
that everyone is out to get him, or
maybe it was because I did not

a

approve of him telling children to
skip school to see his new movie.
At any rate I decided to watch the
movie and I am glad that I did. I
still do not like Spike Lee, but 1 did
find this movie a very important
story to see, unlike his usual movie
fluff.
The story is about Malcolm
Little (better known as Malcolm
X after dropping the supposed slave
name), angry child, gangster,
prison inmate, Muslim leader,
and eventually martyr. I for one
did not know much about Malcolm
X and the movie told his tale in
excellent fashion. By the end of
the movie you are left bug-eyed
that one man could live through so
much pain and suffering. Some
people claim that Spike Lee
changed many of the facts in the
movie. Others claim that Malcolm

NYPD Blues; It's real
could we have for realism at this
point?
Cord Entertainment
Since television has always
Being hailed as a milestone in been synonymous with escapism,
television network broadcasting, maybe we should just keep it that
Stephen Bochco's latest ambition way. Besides, dirty movies and
is basically an update of his 80's other so-called "questionable
viewing material" are readily
smash hit "Hill Street Blues."
available on pay T.V., videos and
At the risk of sounding conservative (which I vowed would at the cinema.
never happen to me), I began wonNYPD Bluesdidn'toffendme
at
all (actually it really was pretty
dering if this "next logical step in
the evolution of television" really good). What offends me is being
doesn't belong after all. But betold it's purpose is to allow me a
fore you write me off as some sort more accurate portrayal of New
of Jimmy Swaggart wannabe, hear York street life. I guess cheap
me out:
ratings ploys had nothing to do
What, really, is the advantage with it.
of having nudity and four letter
My point is, perhaps network
words prominently broadcast in a television could be left alone for
television show? The producers of us ostriches with our heads in the
the show claim a simple answersand who enjoy not knowing what
realism. REALISM? I have althe world is really all about if
ways been under the impression only for an hour on a Tuesday
that T.V. has been forced down night. Then again, I did watch the
our gullible throats these past fifty show to see the naked girl and find
odd years by governments that out what all the confounded hullawish us to avoid reality at all costs. baloo was about. But I would have
An ignorant population is an ideal happily done without the brief
one. Mindless two dimensional partial nudity if it meant avoiding
images hypnotising us at thirty those annoying full screen viewer
frames per second is the opiate of descretion warnings after every
the masses. What possible use single commercial break.
-
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KATHLEEN WALL

Tragically Hip got up and belted out his version of Walk
The Dog.
The Skydiggers gave a closed concert to promote
I got the chance to talk to Gord for a few minutes,
their new album at the Horseshoe in Toronto last and asked him how it felt to sing a song that wasn't by
Thursday night. The concert was for record executhe Hip. He said it was really wierd because he felt
tives, other bands, and friends of the band. Aluncomfortable and couldn't remember all of the lyrics.
though it was not open to the general public, I was He also told mc that the Hip are going on hiatus for a
lucky enough to get an invitation.
while to write some new songs, and maybe to get some
The Horseshoe was packed with people dying rest.
to hear the Skydiggers play.
I also had the chance to
The opening band Go Freddy
talk to Andrew Cash who
'It was really weird to be
Go deserves to be plugged as
had been on hiatus for two
were
a
lot
of
fun
and
they
standing next to Gord
years. He just released a new
their enthusiasm was contaalbum
and is on the touring
Downie while Margo
gious. They'd like to get up
circuit again. He'll be in
to this area and play some Timminsof Cowboy Junkies Waterloo on the sixth of Ocgigs, so keep an eye out for
and one of the members of tober, opening for the
them.
Waltons and will open for
Blue Rodeo walked by.'
Eventually Andy Maize,
Spirit of The West sometime
lead singerof the Skydiggers,
in November.
got up and announced that the band wasn't going
This was the strangest concert I've ever been to. It
to play but he did sit with Go Freddy Go and was really weird to be standing next to Gord Downie
jammed with them for a while. He sang songs from while Margo Timmins of Cowboy Junkies and one the
the sixties, seventies and eighties, including Back members of Blue Rodeo walked by. I'd like to thank
in the USSR. Andy later called a friend of his to Mike Woodhouse of DMD records for getting me into
come up and do a song. Gord Downie of the
the concert, I won't forget it.
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movie, however, does not lie in
the editing, length, cinematography, etc. The importance lies in
the story the man conveys. Many
people today honour Malcolm X
as the person Martin Luther King
Jr. never was, a black supremacist.
Maybe he was, at the beginning,
as he called for violence against
whites, but the point lies in the
ending. As he realises that his
assassination is eminent, he suddenly realises that a complete 180
degree switch between blacks and
whites will not solve anything. I
believe that it is very important
that every person wearing an Xhat should learn and realise what
malcolm X learned, that equality
can not be achieved through violence, but through peaceful coexistence. This idea totally overshadows any critical views of the
film, and this movie suddenly becomes something that everyone
should see.

Cord Entertainment

You too can become the proud owner
of an exclusive Cord photograph!!
All you have to do is...

if%#

the screen (including Spike Lee
who played Malcolm's friend
Shorty).
My major criticisms come in
the technical part of the film, and
not in the story itself. Spike Lee
attempts to do Martin Scorceseish directing, but does not pull it
off very well. I personally do not
believe that the movie had to be 3
hrs. and 21 mins. long. Certain
pointless scenes (the dance number
in the dance hall near the beginning of the film) seems to go on
and on, while important scenes
(his father's suspicious death) happen so quickly that you have to
rewind the tape to see it. Also
check out the scene where
Malcolm hugs Shorty at one of his
first public speeches. The editing
makes it appear that Malcolm
starts to hug, stops, and then starts
the hug again from a different
angle. Very sloppy.
The importance of seeing this

The Cord hobnobs with Canada's
musical
at the Horseshoe
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history lesson

distorted facts about his own life
while he was alive, but to me it
does not matter, for the essence of
who Malcolm was is there.
The story is magically carried
by Denzel Washington's powerhouse oscar nominated performance. Denzel carries the man's
emotions and feelings across the
screen so well that you can not
help but feel for this man, and be
drawn in by his power. There is
one scene in particular in which
Malcolm stands before an angry
mob outside of a hospital where
one of his "brothers" has supposedly been beaten by the police.
When he is sure that the man is
receiving good care he dismisses
the powerful mob with one smooth
hand motion. Denzel portrays that
power that Malcolm had to move
people in excellent fashion. His
performance is so exciting and
well tuned that he just wipes everyone else's performance right off

RONNY WATT
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ARTS

I look around
and wonder why
we do the things we do.
Why we fight,
why we hurt,
why we destroy.
Sometimes I'm not sure
whether to laugh at our sheer idiocy
or whether I should cry for our folly.
We think we're so perfect,
yet we are the most imperfect race on earth.
Look at what we have.
Look at the beauty around us.
We always seem to miss the simplest things.
We're killing ourselves
doesn't anyone understand?
We're killing each other!
-

Where's forgiveness?
What happened to understanding?
How many species of animals and plants have we

destroyed

-

living things that may have meant our salvation.
From AIDS. From Cancer.
We don't deserve to have eyes.
We're all blind anyway.
We stand alone
as we kill everything surrounding us.
Humans have to be the most
intelligent fools in the entire history

of reality.
Goddess forgive me because I've met and been
one of the worst.

Sean Wilde

Five Year Old Mind

by Paula Clark

I remember the bird's nest in the pine tree.

So carefully
weaved and shaped to hold the tiny blue speckled eggsprotected. One day, a few weeks later- or was it months? -1 looked
at the nest from which small peeping could be heard. I couldn't
see them but I knew that those small eggs had hatched into baby
robins. But, lying at my feet, as I glanced down, I saw it. One
ofthe infant birds had fallen. There was no question in my five
year old mind that it was dead.
I ran inside to get a paper towel and carefully with a stick,
I moved the lifeless body onto it. I wrapped it up and burried
it in the back of the yard underneath the willow tree. Why did
Ido it? Did I feel sad? It just seemed like the proper thing to do.
I never told anyone about it.
Four days later, I went to the willow and found the little stick
that I had thrust into the earth to mark the burial site. I looked
at it, stooped and began digging into the ground with the stick.
The earth came away easily and soon I had the little hole dug
again. To my astonishment and wonder, the little corpse was
gone. Where did it go? Did someone see me so it and sig it up?
Maybe a dog or a cat found it and ate it. I didn't know. Why had
I tried to dig it up again in the first place? To see what it would
look like after being dead for a while? I don't know. But, to this
day I can't think of where that little dead bird went. Being five,
I didn't ponder it for long and soon I forgot. So, why do I suddenly
remember now?
,

FISHER SHEFFIELD'S EPILOGUE
by Terry Grogan

PART THREE:
"THE MAN WITH THE
GOLDEN ARM"
"Sir! —'"
I silcnccd Myra with a look.
With great difficulty, I opened
the cylinder of the gun, and spun
it with my free hand, hut it would
only rotate once or twice each
time 1 touchcd it. With fierce
concentration, 1 kept trying to
spin the cylinder, but soon 1
couldn't see what I was doing, as
even my head was shaking, jerking to the left and to the right and
up to glance at the cciling and
then back down at the floor.
"Fisher!
Myra exclaimed.
one by
All five bullets
one but at the same time
popped out of the chamber of the
gun, and fell down to the floor.
Somehow 1 managed to snap
the cylinder shut, and moved to
stickthe gun underneath my right
eyelid. But as Radakovich began to gather up the slugs underneath the table, I couldn't make
my arm work, and I couldn't
even put the gun to my face.
"Look at me!" I shouted in
frustration, after dropping the
gun on the floor as well, and
Myra sat back up. "Look at me!"
1 started to cry, "I'm sick...l'm
sick!...i can't even play Mau
anymore!" I repeated until my
voice broke, "I'm sick..." I sniv—"

—

—

elled.
Myra brushed her hair out of
her eyes, and looked deeply into
mine. "OK, OK, OK, 0K?...H0w
long has it been since your last
shot. Sir?"
I tried to concentrate. "F-F-FFour...f-f-four...four hours...l just
need...f-f-four more...hours."
I grabbed Myra by the shoulders of her jacket, to try and control my shaking about, but even as
my feet stopped kicking the gun
around on the floor underneath the
table, the tremors in my arms just
wouldn't quit. As Myra drew me
tighter into her arms, embracing
me, I almost started to cry.
I swallowed my tongue. But
Myra clamped her mouth onto
mine, and sucked my tongue back
out of my throat.
"Mommy?"
My head was banging against
the wooden back of the booth as
Myra set up her kit, and began to
cook my medicine.
Myra measured out five
grains, and heated it with her
lighter. Junk is cooked up in a
spoon and sucked into a needle
through a little piece of cotton to
save any of the solution from going to waste. After shooting up,
Myra would often left me cat the
cotton ball as well, but this time
she said she was going to save it
for Joyce.
As my girlfriend finished her
preparations, I rolled up my right

jacket sleeve in hungry anticipation. 1 undid my bow tie, and tied
it tight around my forearm, and
made a fist, to try and pop avein.
Myra meanwhile brushed the hair
out of her eyes, and took one last
long furtive look out at the ballroom dance floor, before turning
to me and slapping my elbow,' 1
Seeing something blue,
Radakovich gently slid the needle
into my arm. Unnerved, I looked
away, waiting for her to drop the
plunger, but momentarily, I knew
something had gone wrong.
Myra removed the needle from
my arm, and slapped my elbow
again with her left palm, trying to
locate another vein. I felt another
pinprick, and braced myself for
the rush. But immediately Myra
withdrew the needle again, and
when 1 looked back over at her,
she was cleaning it out, because it
had become clotted up with blood.
"Sir, I can't even hit your
artery...OK, OK, OK, 0K?.,.Y0u
might have to skin this shot."
"Try again," 1 told her, trembling ever so slightly as I struggled to speak.
Myra poked the probing needle back into my arm, but my
veins had apparently all retreated
back to the bone to dodge the
injection. 1 heard Myra sigh in
frustration, and finally remove the
needle one last time. It wasn't
working, so I began to roll up the
othcrsleeveof my jacket, but that's

when Myra had a better idea.
My girlfriend brushed her hair
away from her face. "OK, OK,
OK, 0K?...Y0u must have blown
out a few blood vessels throwing
up violently all around the White
House this morning. ..So, how
about if you just shoot it straight
into one of your bloodshot eyeballs instead?"
I started to shake again, and
sweat dripped down from my face
onto my jacket. I had told myself
I was going to kick dope the day of
President Clinton's Inauguration,
but the day had turned out to be a
day just like any other, so it was
easy to make an excuse for just
one more shot.
"All right," 1 finally agreed,
popping out my right contact lens
with my thumb, "But let's make it
quick before I get the shakes
again."
Myra didn't even waste time
cleaning off the needle: as I held
my eyelid open between my thumb
and forefinger, she poked the syringe into one of the throbbing
blood vessels in my eye, and injected the smack right into my
brain.
Heroin hits the backs of the
legs first, then the back of the
neck, a spreading wave of relaxation slackening the muscles away
from the bones so that you almost
seem to float in space, like lying in
warm salt water. Before Myra had
even removed the needle, I had

closed my eyes, and begun to
daydream vividly.
I thought of Myra: at that
moment, for the first time, I
loved Myra, and wanted to have
sex with her. 1 wanted to strip
her shoes from her feet, and play
with her toes. 1 wanted to suck
on her toes, and leave them wet
with my spit. I felt like kissing
her heel, and chewing on her
ankle. I wanted to stick her entire foot into my mouth.
"Mommy..."
1 opened my eyes and looked
at Myra. "Let's have sex..." I
suggested, grabbing her knee to
pull her leg up onto my lap,
tearing off her shoe. But Myra
just kicked my hands away: she
didn't go in for the weird stuff.
Sadly, I turned away from
Myra, and looked over out at the
dance floor. 1 saw that Moe
Goldberg and Marlon Brando
were competitively gorging
themselves on the buffet spread
of sandwich meats; that Joyce
was dancing around with John
F. Kennedy Jr.; and that President Clinton was moving over
towards our tabic: so I began to
slobber all over myself, and let
my eyes drift shut once again.
Ten minutes later, 1 was
standingin the men'swashroom,
performing my tai chi exercises,
naked, and staggering around
the room.
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the ones in the spotlight. They also are the ones

who have past experience in student politics.
As an experiment, keep track of the names of student politicians that appear in the Cord,
then see if their names appear on the ballot in February. This exercise is far from difficult.
So what of the dark horse? Is there a place in Laurier student politics for this pop up
candidate?
The answer seems to be no. There is an easy explanation for the failure of dark horse
candidates.
I am willing to wager that with the typical poor turnout at the polls during a student
election, most of the ballots cast are from those directly involved in the campaign and their
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The polls seem to suggest that the average Laurier student just does not give a damn about
student politics.
The failure of the dark horse seems quite logical. The dark horse is relatively unknown to
the majority of those casting ballots and hence does poorly at the polls.
Allow me to provide you with a few examples from the past two years. Terry Grogan has
taken a shot at Student Publications President, VP: University Affairs, as well as the Senate.
Jim Lowe has attempted the Union's Board of Directors as well as VP: University Affairs.
Fraser Kirby after a year's absence from the political scene was blown away in a bid for the
Union Presidency. Brett Grange also suffered a massive defeat during his run for the Union
Presidency. There are many more examples from the past and I an sure there will be more in
the future as well.
The moral of the story? Get involved at the base of the operation before you make an
attempt at the top. I am talking about the Board of Directors of both the Union and
Publications. Chances are that you will be acclaimed to your position and will not have to run
a campaign.
I think that the majority of the dark horse candidates get blinded by the supposed prestige
of the vice president and presidential positions. I don't know if they think that the Board is
a waste of time or if they think that anything less than a vice presidency is below them.
The evidence points out that you need previous experience to make one of the top elected
positions and that it is relatively easy to get on to one of the Boards of Directors. Why attempt
to get elected to a position when history says you don't have a prayer?
Start at the Board level or try one of the many other volunteer positions that both
corporations offer.
The more majestic positions are nothing without the support of a Board of Directors. Give
a board position a try. Who knows we might have the first elected boards in a long time.
-
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To be a dark horse
Although it may seem a little early to be thinking about Laurier s student elections, I want
to share a pet election theory with you.
Lets examine Laurier's dark horse. You know, that candidate that comes out of nowhere.
The surprise name on the ballot.
If you are involved in student politics, or have been keeping up with the Cord s coverage
of the subject for a year or so, it becomes easy to guess who will be making a run for an elected
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It's too bad that 1 won't be around to sec my hard earned money building a new
SUB. Any Letters to the Editor must be submitted signed, typed (or submitted on disk
or via E-mail) and double-spaced by Wednesday, October 13, at 12:00 pm for the
following publication. But, we can only print letters that bear the author's real name,
telephone number, and I.D. number (if applicable). Please see the letters policy on
page 29 for all the details.Yes, it is possible to be sued by an employee of the Cord
even if his name is Pat Brethour. Ask mc aboutthis sometime Pat. All letters must
be no more than 500 words in length. All submissions become the property of The
Cord and we reserve the right to edit or refuse any submissions. The Cord will not
print anything in the body of the paper considered to be sexist, racist, homophobic in
nature by the staff as a voting body, or which is in violation of our code of ethics. It
is possible that some really vile letters will show up in the letters section, since it is
an open forum. Thank God for our letter writers. Did you see what the Imprint did?
Cord subscription rates are $15.00 per term for addresses within Canada and $18
outside the country. Subscriptions will not be sold to those who get off on false
advertising you know who you are. The Cord is printed by interesting people at
McLaren Press.
The Cord will publish on Wednesday next week. The Cord is a confirmed
prospective member of Canadian University Press. All commentary is strictly the
opinion of the writerand does not necessarily represent those of the Cord staff, the
editorial board, the WLU Student Publications Board of Directors, or Jim Lowe.
Copyright (c) 1993 by WLU Student Publications, 75 University Ave. West, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of this publication may be reproduced without
permission of the Editor-in-Chief unless you are from Hell.
-
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in Chief

The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those
of The Cord staff, or of its publisher, WLU Student Publications.
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of the rest
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Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and submitted with the author's name, student identificationand
telephone number.
All letters will be printed with the author's name. Letters can be printed without the
author's name only by permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
Letters must be received by Tuesday at noon for publication in that week's issue in print,
on IBM format disk, or via E-mail at: thecord@machl.wlu.ca
Letters that are submitted on disk or via E-mail must be accompanied by a letters release
form or a signed hard copy that can be obtained at the Cord offices.
Letters must be typed, double spaced, and cannot exceed 500 words.
The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter. Spelling and grammar will not be corrected.
The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter in whole or in part, that is in violation of
existing Cord policies.
The Cord is accepting photos to the editor. The Cord will accept black and white or colour
photographs. The photographer's name, address, phone number, student number, and brief
description must be printed on the back of the photograph. One photo per issue will be used.
-
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This end will not be achieved by ostracizing
a good proportion of the population.
No one gives any rcspect to angry, bitter
people that is unless they have a gun in one
hand; and even then it is fear, not respect.
E. Adolphe.
-

Womenwords
is not logical

-

-

-

Pat Brethour
is still with us
Dear Editor:
Just when you thought it was safe to
walk the campus of Laurier without hearing
the constant complaints of Pat Brethour, his
opinion somehow appeared in the Cord's
September 16th issue. As much as the Student Union (WLUSU) would like to forget
all of what we consider Pat's radical views,
we now must take the time (hopefully for the
last time) to set things straight so that Laurier students don't get the impression that
their Student Union is ripping them off.
Pat complains about the estimated
$80,500 surplus WLUSU has budgeted for
the possibility of the Student Union Expansion project, while honouraria for volunteers has been cut by 25%, and the elected
Student Union Executive has not taken any
reduction in pay. Since Student Publications last year lost $45,000 of your money,
1 seriously doubt that he should be the one to
criticize a surplus (GOD FORBID!) which
will ultimately have long term benefit for
Laurier students. As a volunteer who will be
receiving a honourarium, I along with the
majority of my peers in the Student Union
can honestly say that we don't do our jobs
for the money, because even before the 25%
reduction, it was viewed as a symbolic gesture.
Pat takes the time to take a hack at the
WLUSU executive for not cutting their own
salaries at the same time. It was published
that Scan Taylor makes $16,624 per year,
including benefits for a full time position. It
wasn't mentioned in the article that he himself, Pat Brethour (as editor of the CORD)
made approx. $2000 more than Sean is
making this year. I wonder why? The question of whether or not the President of the
Student Union is making too much money
should not have been an issue when it comes
to fiscal restraint. The President is an employee of the University (and a hard working one at that), and not a volunteer. I was
surprised and relieved that Pat didn't complain that Dean Nicholls made too much last
year.
Finally the question of Laurier joining

OUSA (Ontario University Students Association) was brought up. It was decided that
since the 8.0.D represents the students of
Laurier (at least the last time we checked),
they will vote sometime this year whether or
not to join. Pat really sounds a lot like
Preston Manning everytime he advocates a
"free vote" on every issue. WLUSU has
neither the time or money to hold a referendum everytime there is a decision that has to
be made, which is understandable to most
rational beings.
I hope this letter has cleared up a lot of
misunderstanding that was created by a guy
who has nothing better to do but blabber on
about everything he has a problem with,
when in fact, he should look in the mirror
first. Pat, if you ever want to learn how to
budget (for a surplus), the door is always
open for you at WLUSU.
Paul Yeung
Ass. Public Relations
Health Plan Co-ordinator

Womenwords
is too bitter
Dear Editor:
I found the piece written by Beth Haydl
to epitomize the feelings of feminists which
most serve to undermine any attempt at
equality for real women. The piece reeked
ofbitterness and angerdirected toward every
man. Is that what each woman is to find at
the Women's Center? It is a waste of space
if it is to be used to vent and perpetuate
bitterness.
The goal of the feminist agenda serves
to segregate women, as if living in bubble
will increase our integrity. This is not compatible with achieving the most of our individual talents in the day to day realities.
Because of the very nature of men and
women and the special qualities we possess,
we compliment each other; building on each
others strengths and overcoming the weaknesses inherent in each sex. No we don't
need men all the time, but the women's
center is being frivolous with a lucrative
resource that may help womens' movement
into a more equitable society a little easier.
After all when it comes down to it, it is a
matter of re-educating men and women.

The Vocal Cord
by Jennifer O'Connell and Ingrid Neilsen

"Put a condom on it."
Chuck MacLennan Ist Year History
Jeff Sawyer Ist Year Hon. Business

Dear Editor:
Troubled by the "reasoning" used in recent
Womenwords articles, written by Beth
Haydl, we wish to refute some of her proposed "arguments". First of all, it should be
noted that her methodology centres around
extreme bias, and her arguments are not
holistically sound. In her first article (Sept.
23), she advocates prostitution, implying
that it helps women "alleviate poverty or
lack of opportunity". Therefore, it seems
that anything women do is permissible, regardless of the moral issue and its ramification to society as a whole. According to
Haydl, all women's problems stem from an
inherent defect in society, namely in men,
that relegate them to socially demeaning
roles. Part of the individuation process consists ofaccountability for one's own actions
and to give up the infantile notion that your
fate is always in the hands of others.
Prostitution (both male and female) has
little (if any) socially redeeming values, and
serves no purpose other than degradation,
which she ironically seems to support, as
she sees no immorality in it. Instead, it is
"men's fault" that it is viewed in such a
manner, and that women are forced to do
such work. Furthermore, by claiming that
the banning of prostitution is discrimination, she seems to imply that women should
be allowed any actions they so desire. Sorry,
but without "moral laws", chaos and anarchy will prevail, and feminism will have no
foothold whatsoever. Also, a moral/ethical
framework is what gives one freedom and
safety in the first place, and so some "obstacles" are needed fro the benefit of society.
In her second article (Sept. 30), her
misuse of the word "autonomy" is both
unsettling and unnerving. Her understanding of this word revolves around the notion
that autonomy means "little or no interaction with those of differing opinions". This
belief is wrought with vulgarism and blatant
ignorance. Autonomy implies that one must
know oneself so that interaction with other
ideas can enhance an overall perspective.
By any standard, narrowmindedness is not
equated with autonomy. Additionally, she
constantly belittles those with opposing
views in her writing, and words like "duh"
certainly do not add any credibility to her
thesis. Also, taking extreme examples of
men's "joyous, independent work opportunities" and women's "degrading housework"
are far removed from reality. On the other
extreme side, a similarly weak argument
could be made that many women are unhappy with their situation, but many men
are too, and so the onus is on the individual
to overcome their particular hardship.

This article has only scratched the surface of the infinite problems of Beth's language, and we suggest that a less militant
rhetoric and a more intelligent argument be
used in feminist writings. By doing so, perhaps more reasonable individuals will find
strength in the importance of feminist work.
Overgeneralizations and bitterness only
breed contempt.

Joe Velaidum and Rich Vanderdrift

Thanks for
helping out
Dear Editor:
Approximately one month ago, this campus
was turned upside-down with Orientation
activities. I would like to thank everyone
who was a part of the festivities.
To the Orientation and SHINERAMA
Committees Thank-you for your dedication
and effort to make Big Top Laurier a huge
accomplishment.
The Head Icebreakers, Thanks for your
leadership and colour dedication. I have had
many compliments on your original cheers!
Congrats!
Icebreakers! Icebreakers! Icebreakers!
I will always remember your tireless effort,
and your spirit! I know my favourite colours
are GREEN, RED, GOLD, and BLUE (Note:
These colours are listed in no particular

order!)
Bacchus Boosters I will never forget
that yellow is the colour of responsible
drinking. Scott McCormick thanks for the
Groove Shack! WLUSU Board of Directors
and Operations Management Board: your
help as our main food team and information
base was great! A Big Top thanks to you!
Residence staff thanks for your support and cooperation. Give yourself a Big
Top pat on the back. To all the House
Council representatives: thanks for your
efforts on the Monday move-in day. Great
job!
Thank-you Foot Patrol for the late, late
night walks home, and the long distance
radios. I give you a Big Top thank-you.
Thank-you to the Campus Clubs who
assisted in making the Big Top regatta a fun
time. Thanks for your effort.
Tamaie you were a great help in assisting the Niblet team in husking 1800 cobs of
corn. Thanks for your assistance with the
Laurier Community BBQ.
To our sponsors of the Laurier Community BBQ, the WLU Staff Association and
the President's office thank-you for helping us make the event a huge success.
Thank-you to the Waterbuffaloes for
making the Sunday BBQ a tremendous success. Great burgers!
Thank-you to everyone in Food Services for your valued assistance during the
week, and the enormous effort for the Laurier Community BBQ!
Thank-you to the University Administration for their support, assistance, and
encouragement, which make Big Top Laurier gigantic achievement!! Thank-you to
Continued on page 26
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"What are you going to do with
your sausage at Oktoberfest?"

"For me to know and you to find
out."
Anna and Ali Ist Year History and
Political Science

"Stick it up Preston Manning's butt."

Louisa Furtado
4th Year Political Science

COMMENT

Lettermen's
bash was ok
Dear Editor:
In response to Andrew Hopper's letter in
last week's Cord, the Lettermen's Club
would like to clarify its position and the
events surrounding the video dance party on
September 25th.
We find Mr. Hopper's attack on our
integrity particularly insulting given the tremendous success of last year's video dance
party. It seems that he was grossly misinformed by his "friend". Proceeds from the
dance last year totalled $ 1,500, all of which
was used to buy food and toys, on behalf of
the Lettermen's Club, for the K-W Food
Drive and K-W Hospital Sick Kids Toy
Drive. The Lettermen's Club can not be
blamed for Mr. Hopper's friend's (exaggerated beyond belief) "one hour wait for a
beer". He may, however, direct those concerns to the organization not affiliated with
the Lettermen's Club that served the alcoholic beverage via theircatering license. Mr
Hopper's claim that anyone who wanted to
leave the beer garden to dance or go to the
washroom and was not allowed back in is
simply not true.
The Lettermen's Club has sponsored
many events that have been enormously
successful in the past and will continue to do
so in the future. For example, Hawktoberfest,
Hockey Pubs and Stinger's after home games
-

-

WOMENWORDS

vs. Waterloo and Western, as well as many
other successful athletic "team nights". The

club also assisted the Women's Athletic
Association (WAA) in the Women's National Champion Soccer Party.
Unfortunately, this year's Homecoming weekend was filled with numerous events
for students and alumni. No dub or organization can guarantee the success of every
event especially when there is so much
competition on one night. Obviously the
club would not have continued the event
(which, by the way, was co-sponsored by
the Board ofStudent Activities) if it was not
for the success of last year's dance. It is
contrary to the policy of the Lettermen's
Club to have "events planned to fall flat on
their noses" and to hold those events on
"shitty nights".
We apologize for Mr. Hopper's, and
anyone else's, displeasure with this event.
The events sponsored by the Lettermen's
Club are always planned with the patrons in
mind. Most of the patrons are fellow athletes, fans and supporters of varsity athletics
and, therefore, the club would never intentionally want an event to fail.
On behalf of the oldest and strongest
supporting club of the school and athletics,
we trust that any misunderstandings have
been resolved and that the students and
student-athletes of WLU will continue to
support a club that represents and promotes
the wealth of the school and its spirit.
Chris Jarizen
President Lettermen's Club and
Glenn Ferguson Past President
-

spoke about sex during menstruation, that
1 was talking about sexual intercourse with
men.

by members of the Women's Centre

BY BETH HAYDL
Why do so many of us assume that the
word "sex" always refers to sexual intercourse between a man and a woman?
Maybe we've been led to believe that
this is the ultimate sexual act. We think that
it is automatically more pleasant than anything else. We are sexually frustrated without it.
A lot of sexual frustrations don't result
from unfulfilled physical urges. For some,
sex means the alleviation of loneliness.
For others, control over another person is
important. Some people even do it for
love. Whatever the needs that individuals
have, sexual frustration is generally emotional or psychological more than physical.
Rape is often considered a crime of
sexual frustration. Garbage. If men weren't
constantly being rewarded by society for
their sexual power over women, they
wouldn't be so frustrated when their conquests fail, and they then wouldn't feel the
need to control and dominate.
In a previous article about menstruation, 1 stringently avoided the mention of
men. But amazingly, I received letters and
was approached by irate men protesting
my statements. They assumed that when 1

Incredible. No discussion ofmen whatsoever, but they worked their way in anyway. Why? Is a penis a necessary implement for a woman's sexual arousal and
satisfaction? 1 think not.
Why do we assume the presence of
men in the sex lives of women?
To some, lesbian sex isn't really sex.
They think it couldn't possibly be as exciting as the great penis ceremony. Jinkies, all
those dykes must be pretty dumb, having
sex when they don't even enjoy it.
Heterosexuals would never do that.
I hope we are all concerned with the
prevention of pregnancy and the spread of
STDs. Perhaps we are more preoccupied
with the act of intercourse because it is
more "dangerous" than kissing.
So, shouldn't we be seeing an accompanying rise of interest in other forms of
sexual expression that can be safer than
risky intercourse? Use your imagination,
kiddies.
Don't let Penthouse, Madonna videos,
your mother, or student newspaper columnists define your sexuality. You don't
need intercourse to have a sex life. You
don't need a penis to have a sex life.
Hell, you don't even need another person to have a sex life. And from now on,
when I write or speak about "sex", don't
assume that I mean intercourse. And don't
forget your condoms.
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PINKI

United church and father of three
daughters, went public with his sexual orientation before applying for the position at
Ryerson.
The 1988 decision of the United Church
abolishing sexual preference as a barrier to
ordination has for many years drawn much
criticism from both members of the church
and gay activists.
Stevenson and others have been ordained but have found it next to impossible
to find a congregation willing to take them
on in their ministry. Perhaps now the United
Church and all other churches for that
matter can see that gays and lesbians can
take an active and productive role in God's
kingdom and ministry.
Perhaps now gays and lesbians can
escape the backwards attitude ofthe church
to their 'deviant' lifestyle. It's a small step,
but many small steps one after the other
bring us closer to what we want-unconditional acceptance.
tcr i;i the

by

DenyS DaivS
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The long battle for Rev. Ti m Stevenson
is finally over. Canada's first openly gay
man to be ordained into a major Christian
denomination has finally been given a
congregation.
Stevenson's 12 year struggle ended
with his appointment to St. Paul's United
Church in Burnaby B.C. The covenanting
service marking this event was attended by
some 400 people and a 70 member Vancouver Lesbian and Gay Choir. As an
interesting sideline to Stevenson's appointment Rev. Gary Paterson, Stevenson's
partner of 1 1 years, was the focus of a
similareventjustoneweek laterat Ryerson
United Church. Paterson, a veteran minis-

More Frosh

week thanks

issue -thank-you.
Thank-you to the staff in the Students'
Union. Your support, guidance and smiles
were much appreciated. Also to the staff in
Wilf's and the Turret thank-you, thankyou, thank-you!!
To the WLU First Year Students. Hope
you had a great time. It was great meeting all
of you. Enjoy Laurier. make it all you want
it to be.
Thank-you everyone. Enjoy mid-terms,
Oktoberfest, and Thanksgiving.
Yours truly,
Jennifer Marr Orientation Coordinator
-

Continued from page 25
the Athletic staff in the A.C. who assisted
with many events.Thank-you foryourcooperation.
To the Cord and Student Publications,
who reported on the week, gave us great
WLU'ers, and an informative Orientation

-

Aids Awareness is an
ongoing, continuing process
SELENE MACLEOD

Cord Commentary

In every movie, in every television show,
about people dealing with AIDS, there is

always a character who says "You don't
really think about it until it happens to
someone you know." I always found this
clich_ rather annoying...until it proved itself to be true.
Tuesday, September 28 was my nineteenth birthday. I found out the next day
that, while my friends and I were celebrating my life, someone else's life ended. My
sister's friend Snake died of AIDS that day.
When I heard, I paused for just a second, to
think about life, death, and AIDS. I don't
mourn Snake —I didn't know him that well
but somebody does. Somebody always does.
He was 31, not much older than most of us;
his life was taken by a cruel, arbitrary
killer...and his death was preventable, with
a little caution. Kind of ironic, don't you
think?
Oct. 4-10 is AIDS Awareness Week.
Shouldn't we all be aware of AIDS, every
week, every day? I mean, it is death we're
talking about. We all know what causes
HIV-infection ("unsafe sex", sharing needles, etc.), but sometimes I wonder just how
much of the information sinks in. There are
between five and ten million cases of HIV

—

infection world-wide. That doesn't seem
like much, but what about the people who
don't know? I once asked a friend of mine
if she'd been tested for HIV. Her reply: "I
don't want to know". She was fourteen at
the time, and already highly at risk. I don't
know about you, but I'm ready to break out
the chastity belt. And what about you? Do
you know, really?
When people hear about Snake, the first
question is usually "Was he gay?" Of course
not. It's astounding that, with all the information available, people still think that
AIDS is a "gay disease". No, Snake contracted HIV through unprotected, heterosexual sex—a normal weekend activity,
right? In my opinion, sex is a life-affirming
activity...which makes the fact that it can
kill you extremely frightening.
I don't want to preach at you (although,
considering the nature of this article, I guess
I'm going to). You've been bombarded
with information, as have I—how difficult
is it to use the resources at your disposal?
All I ask is that, next time you find yourself
in a potentially dangerous situation, take a
second to think. Thought is not that difficult
an activity. Think of Snake and all the
others who have died because they didn't
think. Most of all, think of yourself —are
you willing to take the risk?

Cord Feedback
A selection ofthe last week's comments
from the Cord Feedback booth in the
Concourse every Thursday.
from issue 6

Print sports standings. Print upcoming
concerts (Every week) in K/W.
Scott Starra

Please print sports standings, CIAU top
ten rankings, etc., like you used to. PS.
Miss that car guy.
D. Byers

Why oh why was there on coverage of the
supreme band Rhymes with Orange???
That opened for 13 Engines, who is a far
less superior band??
Charlene Cieslik
Rick Baraniuk

Hey, Pat the paper is better with Sheldon.
Sorry man.
Wally Sendzik

Feature was awesome Ingrid. Hope you
had a good time white water rafting.
Luiza Furtado
-

EXPRESS YOURSELF IN THE CORD COMMENT SECTION

CLASSIFIEDS
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WITH Y ° UR

Get help with:
Setting up your system
Learning how to use it
Software training
Class assignments
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NEW LAST YEAR $225
0.8.0. (905) 666-2467,
LAURIE. (3)
-
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-Printingservices(includingdocument preparation,

layout, spell

checking, colour and laser printing).
-DISK Recovery-lost EVERY-

THING?-No problem
Oktoberfest Tickets Kitchener
Auditorium Thursday October
14, 15, 16. $8 group rates. Leave
message at 519-888-6739 (1)
-

Room for Rent -36 High St. 10

min. walk to WLU.
Call Shawn at 886-1227
anytime. (4)
1983 Jetta, Automatic, great
economy car; well maintained;
winterized; excellent heater;
certified $1995.00. Call 884-

8267.(1)

Classical-Blues-Jazz-CD s-Tapes
Special Orders no problem.

Reasonable rates! Call Darren at
725-7919. (8)
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Aura Readings
Tarot Readings

Your horoscope based on yourtime,
date and place ofbirth, 34+pgs. of
info and guidance in CAREER,
ROMANCE, Family, Business and
more. 48 hr. Delivery. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Free Inscence
with order. $14.95 cash or VISA
1-519-578-0682.
Word Processing Service. Reports,
resumes, letters, mailing lists, form
letters, etc. on recycled paper.
Laser printing, dictaphone, equation editing, opticalscanning available. Audrey 884-7123. (3)
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Writers and photographers for
the next Cord. Please drop by the
Cord offices and ask for
Next issue October 14. E-mail your
submissions to the Cord at

Sheldon.

thecord@machl.wlu.ca
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Office of Development &
Alumni Affairs is in need of individuals to participate in our Annual Fund Phonathon to help raise
money for the various departments
and Faculties on campus.
-come on out for an evening (or 2)
of fun
speak with alumni from all over
Canada & the United States
gain some valuable marketing

l

-Co

~~

meet new people
raise money for your university
win prizes
Date: last 3 weeks of October (different nights different faculties)
Tim6: 6: °° pm 10:00 pm
Place: Co-op interview rooms
(basement of 232 King St.)
If you are interested and would
like further information please
contact CecJoyal Annual Giving
Co-ordinator at 884-0710 ext.
-

-

-
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FREE EXPERIENCE! By volunteering at the Cord you can gain
training free of charge in photography, writing, desktop publishing, and interpreting political
bullshit. Apply today.

Skills
Study
Workshops:
Essay Writing, on Wed. Oct. 13, at
7:00-9:30 p.m., in CTB 2-205 and
Memory & Concentration, on
Wed. Oct. 20, at 12:00-1:00 p.m.,

-

3170.

ed to help with recycling on camca
et
Union
involved, call the Students'
Environmental Coordinator at
„

„

gg4_i36o

FREE Spring Break trips & cash
bonuses. We need only the BEST
VVILFRID LAURIER reps to
Cuba
promote
Cancun
Daytona, Montreal & Quebec
sun/ski party trips Incredible
2 j veaways from Kodak & Koala
Springs and a Jeep YJ draw

CALL 1-800-263-5604N0W! (3)

Textbooks for Urban Studies 201Metropolis ?000 by Thomas
An g otti Please call Andrew at

Tutors Reauired for Math

Individuals and Student Orgamzers wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call
the nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013 (1)
-

ule your own hours, earn
and it looks good on your resume.
Applications available at Centre §p o t

Trips!

Campus Reps Needed.

Cuba,

Roseanne picks her
nose

and Cheers wifl never be
more tho.ll 0. rerun,
Its time to write for Cord
-

Come to a news writers' meeting. This Wednesday, every Wednesday,
5:30 in the Cord office. Third Floor, Students' Union Building. Ask for
Kat or Steve.
Got some news you think should be covered? Bring it to the Cord
feedback booth in the concourse. Thursdays, 10:00-4:00.

11
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Don'twastetimeonvoting. You'll
only bitch later about the party's
mismanagement of govt, if they
vote is
bad vote ' Pro
win
test this election.
Signed The Society of Passive Nihilism
»
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Stinky Stinky

Stinky MAN!

I

Love You.

M y[ a runnin S n uns th <;
Serbs
she was a Muslim, but I
answered her classified ad-Xhic
Seeks Sick Sects Sex' with
an aut °g ra P' i ed $1000 bill."
FISHER SHEFFIELD'S EPILOGUE continues each week in
The Cord.
mct
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To our loud neighbours,
Better not piss in our ice trays,
Better not shit in our vents,
We know all the tricks in the book.
E, J-O. and D

V"""

CTFDU on you very soon.
Warm too! Love James.

'

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
COMES TO LAURIER! Plans are
UlK } erwav for a new Campus Chanter

are

a(

i ookineforenthusiasticnewmembers tQ he , us wjth the exdting
work 0 f providing simple, decent,
a ffor dable housing for needy Deo
pie in the Waterloo Region. Infuture

StudentS; Staff and Faculty Weicome
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i
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Awesome Spring Break
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FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!

HEn vau "E ™ZE ™*T
STAR TREK IS SPACED OUT,

The life you save may be your own.
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DRUG PROBLEM? We can help.
Call Narcotics Anonymous 651-

For Further Information
Call
578-0682
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Twelfth Night Music Shoppe
The Atrium -33 Erb St. W.,
Phone 747-5808 (8)
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Cancun, Daytona, Montreal &
Q ueb ec City. Call Now!! 1-800-

Help Wanted' Volunteers are need-
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LEATHER LAURIER JACKET
PURPLE WITH GOLD
LETTERING SIZE 38
HARDLY WORN-BOUGHT
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Smiles: I think the Lone Rhinocer05 thin B is § ettin B a I,ttle out of
hancL - maybe you shouldJ calm
down a little. Evil. :) a.k.a.
Pellagrin.

":"r:"7"Do you
Rosie: Happy Birthday!
mind if I urinate on your printer?
Sam '

[CLASSIFIEDS

Students and Alumni: $0.15/
word.
Non-students: $0.20/word.
Bolding, italics, and underlining add $0.05/word.
Deadline: Noon Tuesday for
that week's publication.
—

Attention Cord Staff

This week's staff meeting is
cancelled due to the long
weekend.
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Next week we will be sending five staff members to
Quebec for the fall CUP conference.
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L2 ° s F r more information
contact the Study Skills Office,
upper floor, Student Services Centre or call 884-1970 ext. 2525.
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It was just a summer job.
Now it's the rest of your life.
Remember when your biggest career concern was running out of paper cups? And
when it was easy to handle any summer job because it was just a summer job?
IO)

Now you're graduating. You want a career that will challenge you every day and
offer a variety of responsibilities. You want to work where the learning curve
doesn't flatten out after a couple of years.
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At Andersen Consulting, our challenges change
daily, like the world in which we work. Ourjob is
to help clients do what they do. Only better.

Come talk to us about a career with Andersen
Consulting.
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AN LyERSEN

CONSULTING
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Where we go from here.
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Andersen Consulting Is an equal opportunity employer.

Recruiting for 93/94 graduates in oil disciplines
Information Session: Thur. Oct. 7,5:30 7:00, PMC
Resume & ACCIS Forms Due: Wed., Oct. 13
Interviews: Mon., Nov. 1
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